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This study examines the immediate causes of the International Labour 

Organization's creation in 19 19. WMe the mot catlse of aii the variables isolated may be 

attributed to World War 1, there were other immediate causai fxtors in the EO's 

establishment The IL0 provides an excellent histoncal case study of the conditions 

necessary for the fonnation of an international regime or organization. The gap that this 

study filis is the examination of two immediate factors, the nse in inauence of organized 

labour movements and the transition of social justice as an underlying idea to the Liberal 

mainstrearn, as necessary conditions in the successfiü creation of the IL0 in 19 19. 

The theoreticai basis of this study rests upon intemational regime theory and w s  

G d  Osherenko and Oran R. Young's h e w o r k  articulated in the introductory chapter of 

Polur Politics. This study particularly explores the role of ideas in the creation of 

international reghes or organizations. 

The organized labour movement was a champion of the idea of social justice and 

it had an infiuential position in society in 1919. Consequently governments could not 

ignore the demands of labour to estabiish international institutions based upon social 

justice. The case of the IL0 suggests that underlying ideas may be the key component to 

the fonnation of new intematiod regimes. But the idea requires a champion to be 

tramlated into action. The case of the International Labour O r g e t i o n  demonstnited 

the necessary conditions for international regime formation and it is a case which remains 

relevant to&y. 

KèyworrLI: International Labour Orgunization, ILO. regime formation, irmrrnational 
social rnovements, organized labour movements, tmde unions. social justice, liberal 
intemationalim, Woodrow Wilson, World Wm L Ideulism. idem, international 
orgunization, gIobalization- 
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Along with the emergence of a global economy over the past two decades has 

developed a range of increasingiy "global" social and economic problems. However, 

there are to date reiatively few effective international institutions to cope with such 

problems. There is "a mismatch between global institutions and global needs; the 

introduction of new issues and new sources of bargaining power into old bargaining 

forums; the need for urgent action in the face of great uncertainty; and the shiftiog 

composition and weight of coalitions, as traditional partners adapt their behaviour to new 

circumstances and objectives."' Modem sociai and environmentai issues have a parailel 

in the problems experienced by labour in the late 19th century. In both cases, there were 

few enforceable standards and only Limiteci regulation. Both mise the same questions: 

whether international regulation through some sort of organization or regime is feasible, 

and what sort of conditions are necessary for a regime or organization to be created? 

Existing global structures are unsuitable to deal with many of the sociai issues; such as 

environmentai degradation, poilution, unemployment, welfare, development, population, 

gender and s e 4  equality, disannament and human rights. It is important to determine 

if the conditions needed for changing those structures are present in society today. 

The distinct phases of intemationai relations history have cohcided with the 

conclusions of international cataclysms or crises. The dominant theoretical paradigrn of 

each period of international relations has grown out of a major conflict. Most recently, 

for example, the end of the Cold War has radically altered the configuration of the players 

in the international arena. Already, there bas been a shift h m  security concems in world 
p p p p p p  

David Glover. "Global institutions, International Agreements and Environmental Issues," Polirical 
Economy and the ChngÏng Global Order, eds. Richard Stubbs and Geoffky RD. UnderhiIl (Toronto: 
McCleiiand and Stewart, 1994), p.277 



politics towards concems over m i a l  and economic issues such as population, 

environmental destruction, womens' rights and inteiiectuai property rights. Naturally, 

social issues are not confined to national boundaries and are increasingiy global in nature. 

For example, the clear cutting of the B d a n  rainforests has coasequences for the health 

of the entire world, not simply Brazil or the local inhabitants. Furthermore, the 

globalization of the world economy over the past centmy has tremendous implications for 

how social issues are tackled by govemments and international organizations. 

In order to isolate the conditions necessary for the development of new global 

structures, it is helpful to look at a situation which is W a r .  As 1 have already suggested 

the social problems of the 1990's bear some resemblance to the problems labour 

experienced in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. To demonstrate this, and to draw 

some instructive parallels, 1 have examined the conditions which led to the creation of the 

Intemational Labour Organization @O) in 1919. There are lessons to be leamed nom 

the founding of the IL0 for those interested in introducing similar regimes today. The 

L0 was one of the nrst international organisrations to cope with social issues on a global 

scale. Labour had ken  considered strictly a domestic issue during the 19th century. The 

IL0 was estabtished afier World War 1, a cataclysmic event that changed the face of the 

international politics. 

M e r  World War 1 eradicated the old balance of power system fiom the 19th 

century, there was a major shift in the dominant inteUectual paradigm to idealism, and 

more specifically, liberai internationalism. Charles W. Kegiey has examined the response 

of international relations theory to such changes in the international system. He noted 

that paradigrnatic revolutions emerge and are energized by changes in world politics.2 

Charles W. KegIey. "The Neoidealist Moment in international Studies? Realist Myths and New 
International Realities," Internationut Studies Qumterly (vo1.37, no2, 1993), p. 132 



Kegley has aiso noted that the end of the Cold War was a hiniing point s d a r  in effect to 

the end of World War 1. if so, the ideafism of the intereuvar period could be applicable to 

international relations today.3 

Kegley is not alone in suggesting that a reevaluation of Wdsonian Liberalism is 

taking place in international relations. David Long also has begun to explore the 

similady of current pst-Cold War international features and the postworid War 1 

period. Long identifies several strüring parailels between the post-Cold War international 

system aad the pst-World War 1 era, with particular attention to the concerns of inter- 

war Wnters and historical analogies between 1996 and 19 19.4 However, Long continues 

that it is not ody the historicai similarities which are important but rather the theoretical 

significance of inter-war idealism and its relevance to the cunent period of international 

re1atioas.s Long and Kegley are a clear departtue nom EH. Carr's damming 

condemnation of inter-war ideaiism in n e  Tweny Yem' Crisis. However, Long and 

Kegiey help to bridge the nearly 80 year gap between the ILO's creation and the current 

international situation which appears to have a renewed interest in ideaiisrn. 

Another area of inquiry which is currently popdar is research into transnational 

social movements. Social movements can be defhed as: 

loose associations of actors who work for their goals (out of necessity or 
choice) at les t  in part outside of 'traditionai' political channels. They are 
thus relahely autonomou fiom traditional political institutions, afthough 
individual movement members ... ofien share direct experience in such 

Kegley p.133 

David Long. "Conclusion:Inter-War Ideaiism, Liberal Intmationaiism and Contemporary International 
Theory," Thinkers of the Twenry Years' Crkk Inter- War Idealkm Reassessed. eds. David Long and Peter 
Wilson (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1999, p 3  18-323 

Long p.322-323 



institutions (e.g. goveinment, political parties)? 

Literature on transnational social movements "expiores the significauce of social 

movements for the theory and practice of international reIations."7 The orgaoized labour 

movement which was key in the ILO's establishment, is one example of early 

transnational social movements. Further, it will become evident in chapter two that the 

labour movement had an impact on the international system. Fundamentaiiy, the current 

examination of social movements is signiticant to international relations in that it 

recognizes "that some (transnational) social movements are engaging in practices which 

may contribute to the reconfiguration of modem politics."8 Some of the 'new' social 

movements such as environmentalism, femhism, and blaclc power, could leam valuable 

lessons h m  the experience of the labour movement, The current interest in the role 

played by transnational social movements has also facilitateci reevaluation of the creation 

of international institutions whose aim was to ensure peace as well as the influence of 

Wilsonianism.9 The recent recognition of the capabiüty of social movements to influence 

change in the international system bas strong ties to both the creation of the IL0 nearly 

80 years ago and current international realities. 

Although the creation of the IL0 occurred nearly 80 years ago, it has renewed 

relevance currently. The iL0 provides a window into the conditions necessary for an 

internationai organhtion or regime to be formed. Many of the conditions which were 

necessary in 1919 to the [LOS creation, appear to be present again in the pst-Cold War 

international system. As a result, it is worthwhile to reconsider why the International 

Cecelia Lynch, "E.H. Carr, international Relations Theory and the SocKtal Origins of International Legal 
Noms," MiIIennium (Vo1.23, No.3, 1994), p.589 

7"~ocial Movements and World Politics: Editors Note," Millennium (Vol. 23, No.3, 1994), p.511 

ibid p.5 12 

Lynch p.612 



Labour Organi7ation was founded in 1919. Before continuing, it is important to note the 

full range of explanations given for the [LO's creation and how these explanations are not 

entirely satisf'actory. 

During the 19th century various political movements as weil as concemed 

individuals became interested in creating an international organinition to protect and 

reguiate the conditions and standards of labour. Labour also became an increasingly 

important domestic concem nom the late 19th century onwards. Increased attention to 

the issues reiating to workers has led to a myriad of explanations for why the IL0 was 

created in 19 19. 

The first of these expianations has been offered by many authors. This attributes 

the ILO's creation in 1919 to a desire to protect Western Europe fiom the revolutionary 

forces which had arisen in Eastern Europe, and in particular Russia. A major proponent 

of this reason for the ILO's establishment has been Robert W. Cox who suggested that the 

Bolshevik Revolution of October 1917 so fnghtened the govemments and businesses of 

the industrialized nations in the rest of the world, that the IL0 was created in response to 

these fears. Other govemments believed that the Bolshevik revoiution was a putential 

source of danger if it spread. There was reason to believe that the alfeady unstable 

domestic situations in many Euopean nations after the signing of the armistice could 

give rise to revolutionary outbreaks. 

An example of the unrest which was rampant in Europe immediately after World 

War 1 ended was the grave situation in Paris. While the Paris Peace Talks were taking 

place in the early months of 1919, Clemenceau moved thousands of troops into Paris as a 



precaution against riohg in the streets.10 Other examples of the revolutionary fervor in 

Europe occuned in usuaiiy stable and peacefbi democracies such as the Netherlands and 

Switzerland. Furtber, there were extreme trade union protests in Britain, France and 

Italy. 

Prior to the outbreak of World War 1, labour mst had been increasing because 

of riskg pnces, declinhg wages and stubborn employers who refuseà to bow to workers 

demands for better wages, conditions and lower working hours. By the conclusion of the 

Great War, it was believed that poor labour conditions were a threat to both domestic and 

intematiod peace.12 The Aiiied powers had a justifieci concm that the armistice would 

be foilowed by widespread social conflict as the years preceding World War 1 had been 

marked by labour unrest, and labour W e s t  was one of the hallmarks of the rnonths 

preceding the Bolshevik Revolution in October 19 17 in Russia Labour uarest in Russia 

grew into fidl scale revolution and the Bolsheviks were swept to power as a result of the 

successful revolution. Consequently, there was a sense among the AUied powers that 

some type of concerted action was essential to stop the growing spectre of Bolshevisrn.l3 

Hrhile the spectre of Bolshevism has oflen been suggested by commentators as an 

ovemding explanation for the creation of the IL0 in 1919, there were certainly other 

forces which had a more direct impact. The Bolshevik explanation does not account for 

the fact that pnvate voluntary non-govemmental organizatiom, such as the International 
- - - - - - - - . 

Io Edward Phelan. "The Conmbution of the iL,0 to Peace," Inrernationul Lobow ~ewiek,  (vol. 59,no.6, 
1949), p.608 

I2 John Price. The internutional Luboiv Organkation: Fiji!@ Years On. (London: Fabian Society, 1969), p. 1 

l3 Robert W. Cox. "1LO:Limited Monarc hy," The Anatomy of Influence: Decision-Making in International 
Organization eds. Robert W .  Cox and Harold K. Jacobsen (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1974), 
p. 102 



Association for Labour Legislation, existed with a degree of success prior to the 

Bolshevik revolution of 1917. The fear of the spread of Bolshevism had nothing to do 

with the creation of the internationai Association for Labour Legislation. Further, the 

fear of Bolshevism cannot explain the increased role that organizeâ labour rnovements 

gained which aided in the creation of the ILO. [fanything, the fear of Bolshevism rnight 

have been expected to damage the credibility and influence of labour groups with the 

political elites because of labour's ties to the political left particuiarly in Europe. At best 

an indirect effect the spectre of Bolshevism had was to mate an incentive for 

govemments to embrace reformist actions both domesticaüy and internati~nally.~~ 

Governments in Western Europe and North America preferred reforming the exisiing 

system to losing power altogether. The fear of unrest, rpvolution and Bolshevisrn were 

part of the reason that the EO was created but the establishment of the IL0 in 19 19 can 

not be entirely attributed to this explanation. 

The second explanation of the ILO's creation in 19 19 is related to the issue of 

international competitiveness of industry. Govenunents of industrialkd nations were 

reluctant to undertake ciramatic social legislation to împmve their respective domestic 

labour conditions because they feared diat the increased costs to their industries would 

make it difficult for them to compete with producers in couutries with lower standards. 

The internatiod competitiveness of domestic manufacturers was of prirnary concern to 

both govemments and businesses. The growth in international trade between nations 

only served to increase the concern over international competitiveness. George N. 

Bames, a Labour Party member of the British War Cabinet, was a major proponent of the 

internationai competitiveness explanation and stated that "the need had arisen for leveling 

out industrial cornpetition between the nations by raising the conditions of labour in the 

I4 Harold K. Jacobsen. Networks of Interdependence: Internotionai OrganLiations and the Global Po&itica& 
Sysrem, 2nd ed. (New York: Alfied A. Knopf, 19&1), p214  



lower-paid ~ountries!'~* Bames hcufated the concems of the advanced industnalized 

nations, which was the fear tbat their products wodd be undercut in price by goods nom 

these lower-wage countnes. Barnes was especiaiiy concemed that Eastern (Chinese and 

Japanese) labour conditions be raiseci to a higher level because Euopean products were 

being supplanteci by cheaper goods manufacnired by lower-paid Eastern labour.16 Bames 

and other proponents of this explanation viewed the IL0 as a response, so "that the 

general staadard was raised by concurrent change and no country was unduiy penalized 

by giving rein to humanitarian impulse."l7 James T. Shotweii, wbo was both a Director 

of the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace as well as a member of the American 

deiegation to the Paris Peace Conference, also presented international competitiveness as 

the explanation for the EO's mation in 1919. According to Shotwell, who was a 

participant in the Labour Commission set up in the Paris Peace Talks, the IL0 was 

viewed as a more effective way of administering international labour laws. The IL0 was 

Mewed as more effective as "it raised the common standard of the conditions of Me, so 

that nations which lead the world in social refom were not placed at an undue 

disadvantage by those which compte with them by the exploitation of their labour." l8  

The idea that some sort of international labour organization should be motivated 

by economic necessity can be traced to Daniel Legrand in the mid 19th cenniry. There 

had long been a realization that international ciifferences in working conditions would 

jeopardize the competitive position of manufacturers in those c o d e s  that were socidy 

l5 George N .  Bames. HLsto'y of the InternationaI Labour OBce- (London: Williams and Norgate Ltd., 
1926), p 3 7  

lg Iama T. Shotwell, ed. The Origim of fhe Internotionol Labour Organkation, vol. 1 (New York: 
Columbia University Press, 1934), p. xviv 



advanceci. Thus, any country implementing laws which would protect its workers would 

put itseif at a disastrous economic disadvantage.19 Britain was patzicularly concemed and 

proposeci the idea of a permanent intemational otganization to deal with labour regulation 

as early as the Berne Conference of 1906. The British government believed that labour 

legislation had become a necessity in order to safeguard the relatively high standard of 

living in advanceci industnalized nations.20 International competitiveness was a valid 

concem with respect to labour Iegislation, as setting domestic labour standards was not 

alleviating the problem of manufaçturers king undercut by cornpetitors fiom nations that 

were not compeiled to improve wodMg conditions and then profited fiom the lack of 

labour standards. 

Although international competitiveness is a valid explanation for the creation of 

the IL0 in 1919, the issue of k e  competition was aiso used as an argument in opposition 

to domestic and international labour regdation. Many large U.S. businesses did not 

regard the IL0 as a positive idea. They viewed regulation of any kind as distorthg fiee 

competition, even though labour appeared ready to cooperate with capital on an 

international basis and the IL0 was designed to eliminate d a i r  competition.2' Although 

this explanation was acknowledged in the Preamble of the IL0 constitution, it alone can 

not U y  account for why the IL0 was created in 1919. The same groups who supported 

this explanation also comprised a significant segment of the p u p  who opposed 

international competitiveness as an 

it was grounded on shaky economic 

establishing the L0. The major problem with 

explanatory variable in the LO's creation was that 

' 9  Victor-Yves Ghebali. The hternationai Labour Organkation: A Case Swdy on the Evolurion of the 
UN. Speci.Iised Agencies, (Netherlands: Martinus Nijhoff, 1989), p.3 

2o Barnes p.35 

21 ShotwelI vol.1 pxxi 



theory. It is questionable whether reguiation promotes or hiaders fke cornpetition and 

consequently, this casts doubt on the validity of this explanation. 

The third explanation given for the creation of the 1 . 0  was the failme of earlier 

private non-govemmental organizations to achieve any substantial resuits. Private 

international non-governmental o r g ~ t i o n s  had been instituted with a fairly low degree 

of success, prior to the creation of the ILO. It was the failure of these organizations 

which nudged governments t o w d  a permanent institutional structure. 

The fkst organizations which developed in the 19th century were voluntary. For 

example, during the 1870's the Congrès international de bienfaisance concentrated its 

efforts on ïmprovhg labour conditions in Germany, Switzerland and France? But this 

organization did not swive very long or produce any significant success in irnproving 

the conditions of labour. In spite of this failure, there was a growing social conscience in 

Europe which led, in 1901, to the establishment of the International Association for 

Labour Legislation wtùch can be considered the predecessor and mode1 for the ILO.23 

The International Association for Labour Legislation was founded by a group of 

well-intentioned scientists and economists who were devoted to the concept of social 

justice. It was a voluntary organization for Europe composed of academic economists 

and scientists who studied labour legislation. The purpose of the organization "was to 

serve as a link between those wbo in the different industrial corntries considered 

legislation for the protection of working people to be necessary," to facilitate the study of 

labour legislation and the humanization of various national laws and reguiations, as well 

Ghebali p.4 

David A.Mone. nte Orign and Evolution of the IL0  and iîs Role in the Worid Comm~nify~ (Ithaca: 
Corne11 University Press, 1969), p. 7 



as to foster the holding of international labour congresses.24 Mthough the International 

Association of Labour Legislation was a private institution, it had support h m  national 

goveniments, ~ c i u d h g  money and representatives. Despite the short üfe of the 

Association, it contributecl to international action on labour issues t b u g h  the passage of 

international conventions. The Intemationai Association for Labour Legislation 

succeeded in having two conventions adopted in 1905. One of the conventions forbade 

the uight work of women in industry and the other outlawed the use of white phosphorus 

in the manufactuting of matches. Mer than these two conventions there were few 

practical redts. 

Even thoug. there was govemmental participation in the conferences that the 

International Association for Labour Legislation held, the decisions were not legaily 

biading and there was no permanent organîzation to continue education and pressure on 

the member govemments between the bi-annuai conferences.= This was one of the 

major shortfiails which eventudy destroyed the organization. The unofficial nature of the 

International Association for Labour Legislation had serious disadvantages. Furthemore, 

because of its unotticial nature some govemments were concemed as to whom the 

organization was representing. The British govemment was particuiariy concemed 

because the International Association for Labour Legislation was not representative of 

governments, employers or workers and the views expressed by the organization were 

those of a relatively smaii number of individuals, most of whom were not dhectly 

involved in industry? Although the International Association for Labour Legisiation 

held bi-annuai conferences, when World War 1 empted the organbtion simply died. 

l4 Ghebali p.4 

25 Barnes p.33 

26 Anthony Alcock History ofthe InrernationaI Labour Organkation. (London: MacMillan, 197 1). p. 12 



Intemationai non-govemmentai organhtions were not effective instruments or 

adequately representative. 

Notwithstanding these shortcomings, the experience of these private voiuntary 

organïzations demonstrated the increased wülingness of some nationai govemments, such 

as Switzer1and, France, Britain and Germany, to participate in intematiod orgaaizations. 

Even though it is clear that the £k t  attempts to create a international o r g ~ t i o n s  on 

labour issues fded, this explanation does not convincingly explah why the IL0 was 

created in 1919. The IL0 was created to do more than simply fill the void lefi by its 

predecessors, although the IL0 did address many of the shortcomings of the earlier 

attempts. WhiIe the failwe of international non-governmental organhtions to 

adequately provide international labour legislation was not the most important reason 

why the IL0 was created in 1919, it does provide evidence that there was a perceived 

need for intemational labour Iaws. 

The fourth explanation attributes the establishment of the IL0 in 1919 to the 

increased power and influence of domestic tmde unions. I will discuss this explanation in 

more detail in chapter two. During the 19th century the domestic trade unions did not 

have any signincant d e  in advocating international labour legislation, as trade unions 

were generally poorly orgaaized and only included skiiled worken. However, towards 

the end of the 19th century organized national labour movements gained recognition and 

consequently acquired more importance and influence în domestic politics. Organized 

labour groups began to grow at the end of the 19th century since unskiiied workers began 

to unionize for the nrst the .  in the case of Britain, new political parties had memben 

elected to parliament, spec~cally the Independent Labour Party (ILP) in 1893 and the 

Labour Party in 1900. As a resdt of the more prominent role of organized labour groups, 

govemments adopted "a more interventionkt posture. It was this domestic pressure and 



presnire fiom international labour non-govemmeatal organimtions (INGO's) which 

contributed to international action? 

Victor-Yves Ghebali suggests that the creation of the IL0 can be attributed to 

pressure by trade unions, which had been st~engthened during World War 1 by the need 

for labour's cwperation and this accounts for the political decision of govemments to 

establish an international institution respomible for regulating labour conditions28 

Labour was strengthened during the first Wotld War by "saaifices made for the war 

effort by the working masses in the name of a 'sacred union' which cded for red 

compensation."" Furthemore, the trade unions became more powemil during World 

War 1 by cooperating transnationaiiy. Trade unions in Britain and Western Europe had 

k e n  pressing for the institution of some fom of machinery in order to intemationally 

regulate the conditions of labour. During the first Wodd War, U.S. trade unions led by 

Samuel Gompers joined the forces lnging the creation of an international body within the 

peace ~ettlement.3~ ln addition, the domestic labour movements had an elaborate peace 

program which was independent of their respective governments.31 

Organized labour movements gained prominence in the first two decades of the 

20th century on both the domestic and international levels. The recognition of labour and 

its concerns at the Paris Peace Taiks was an affirmation of the new infiuence which 

27 Jacobsen p.2 1 4 

28 Ghebali p.6 

29 Victor-Yves Ghebali. "From phiIanthropy to foundation: The mots o f  the ILO," Wodd of Work-The 
Magazine of the ILO. (no.8, June 1 994), p. 1 0 

Austin van der Slice. international Labor, D@lomacy and Peoce, 1914- 19 19. (Philadelphia: University 
of Pennslpania, 194 l), p.2 



domestic trade unions held, as international recognition of labour by the world powers 

was unprecedented. Labour had not only cooperated in the war effort, it had lost a 

signincant number of its membership to the war and had e n d  that domestic industry 

could supply the wat needs. As such, Labour demanded Uiat it be part of the process at 

the Peace Taiks in creating the social clauses within the peace treaty. Governments could 

not legitimatefy deny labour some sort of recognition because of the power diat labour 

held domesticdy and the sadices workers had made during World Ww I.32 The 

organized labour movements had transcended nationai boundaries and could not be 

ignored by govemments when drafting the Peace Treaty. The increased power of 

domestic -de unioas was highly influentid in the estabiishment of the IL0 in 1919 as 

govemments could not sïmply overlook a highly effective and potent domestic pressure 

group. However, the uicreased power and influence of the organized labour movement is 

not the ody explanation for the creation of the IL0 in 1919. Since the International 

Association for Labour Legislation was created in 1900 without any support or influence 

of labour, it is obvious that there were other infiuential forces which desired the 

implementation of international labour laws. The growth in power of the organized 

labour movements is not the whole explanation as to why the IL0 was created in 1919. 

What has not been adequately explored with respect to the organized labour movement is 

its nsing importance durhg World War 1 and how it used its influence to gain tangible 

resuits in the Treaty of Versailles. Furthemore, the comection between the influence of 

organized labour movements and the idea of social justice has not k e n  examined in 

The fifth significant explanation for why 

attributed to the concept of social justice. 1 wiil 

the LO was established in 19 19 can be 

look more thoroughly at the importance 

32 Ghebali The International Labour Organimtion, p.7 



of social justice in chapter three of this study. Social justice is not a precise set of 

principles and yet David A. Morse, Director-General of the IL0 between 1948 and 1970, 

has explaineci the creation of the IL0 as  a reflection of a strong belief in the importance 

of f o s t e ~ g  social justice. The constitution of the IL0 was reflective of humiinitarian 

impulses and stated that the IL0 was "Thus founded to advance the cause of social justice 

and in so doing, to contribute to the establishment of universal and Ming peace."" 

Social justice was intimately iinked, accordkg to many commentators, to the desire to 

prevent more war and mate a permanent peace. 

This explanation hinged on the belief that protecting workers wodd ensure social 

peace, both domesticaiiy and internatiody. The international regdation of work 

conditions would have the virtue of preventing the social upheavals that would occur 

once workers refused to tolerate the societal status of 0utcasts.3~ It was not so much the 

humanitarian impulse which &ove this explanation, but rather an intense desire to avoid 

any furthet conflict which required social justice as the enghe to dnve reform. The idea 

of social justice was reflected in the mandate given to the IL0 in its constitution which 

was to promote "Lasting Peace through Social Justice."3S The IL0 was a vehicle through 

which world peace was to be rebuilt and developed with a genuine respect for human 

dignity and spiritual vaiues.36 Therefore, the IL0 was an integral component of the peace 

process aAet World War 1 and was an evolutionary expression of reform. World War 1 

did not corne about because of a lack of social justice. Rather, it was the breakdown of 

the old balance of power structure while had govemed international relations for the 

33 Houshang Ameri. PoIitics and Procms in the Speciaiired Agencies of the United Nations. (Great Britain: 
Gower, 1982), p.207 

34 Ghebali nie International Labour Organisation. p.3 

35 Morse p.9 

36 Morse p. 10 



preceding century which was mon responsible for the outbreak of Wortd War 1. The 

spectre of continued war and social unrest was unthhkabie and the institution of an 

internationai orgaaization based on the priacipies of social justice was viewed as the only 

way to forestall any more upheavai in the international system. James T. Shotweii, a 

strong proponent of sociai justice, noted that "universai peace can be estabüshed oniy if it 

is based on social justice."37 

As a result of the spectre of M e r  unrest and upheaval which cast a shaâow over 

the Paris Peace Taiks, social justice became an influential factor in the creation of the 

LO.  While this explanation is not devoid of ment it has w t  k e n  adequately explored. 

There was much more to the acceptance of social justice as a goveming p ~ c i p l e  within 

international relations during the inter-- period. No attention has realiy been devoted 

to the strong parallels between Wilsonian liberalism and social justice. The Liberal 

internationalist approach to international relations has k e n  studied because of the 

immense shift in the dominant theoretical paradigm to idealism, which occurred in the 

closing years of World War 1. However, relatively Little contemplation has been given to 

how sociai justice was incorporated into the new approach. Also there has been no 

explanation as to why social justice became a maiastream and accepted concept in the 

20th cenhiry, although it had k e n  espoused by "radical" elements duriog the 19th 

century. This explanation for the ILO's creation in 1919 has not yet been fUy explored 

and coasequently I examine the nuances of social justice in chapter three. 

As yet few authon have considered that no one ovemding variable was the 

explanation for why the IL0 was created in 1919. What has 

achieved so far is consideration of a combination of variables in 

not been adequately 

explainhg the ILO's 

37 Shotwell vol 1 p.xx 



estabüshment. This is the inadequacy which this study will nll. To date there has been a 

gap, in that no commentatot has interpreted the founding of the IL0 as king ïnfluenced 

by the combination of the rise of organized domestic labour movements during World 

War 1 with the acceptance of social justice in the pst-World War 1 era. It is the 

combination of the rise of organized labour movements and the acceptance of social 

justice in the post-war consensus which were the most influentid forces in the creation of 

the ILO. However, it should be noted that each of these forces was unable alone to 

estabiish a permanent international o r g h t i o n  on labour issues and thus, it is 

paaicuiarly OBnificant to this study to understand what conditions were present after 

World War 1 which allowed for the ILO's establishment. The recognition of labour and 

the acceptance of social justice by the political mainStream coincided with a shift in the 

dominant intellectual paradigm to idealism, which occurred in response to the breakdown 

of the old balance of power system of international relations culminahg in World War 1. 

The combination of the rise of the labour movement and the idea of social justice together 

lead to the creation of the ILO. What this study will show is that these two variables 

were far more inauential than any of the other variables presented in the ILO's creation. 

Part of this studyfs contribution is the employment of international regime theory 

to the formation of the LLO. Regimes are "social institutions composed of agreed-upon 

principles, noms, d e s  and decision-making procedures tbat govem the interactions of 

actors in specinc issue aceas!'38 The International Labour Organization is an 

international organhtion widi the requisite principles, noms, d e s  and decision making 

procedures in the specifïc issue area of labour. It thus represents the begiruiing of an 

international labour regime in 1919. It is worthwhile to study the ILO's ongins through 

the lem of international regimes, as "the importance of intemationai regimes is growing 

38 Gail Osherniko and Oran R Young. "The Formation of international Regimes: Hypotheses and Cases." 
Polar Politics, eds. Gail Osherenko and Oran R Young. (Ithaca: Comell University Press, 1993), p. 1 



in a world in which increasing interdependence heightens the impact of the actions of 

individuai states on the weK'are of other states and their inhabitants."39 

Young and Osherenko set out their appmach within Polar Politics into three 

broadly based categories which are temed power-based hypotheses (interests), interest- 

based hypotheses (institutional bargairing), and howledge based hypotheses (ideas)" 

By employing a research h e w o r k  which evaluated al1 the possible domestic and 

international uinwnces, the methodological hnework determined which forces were the 

most influential. 

As 1 am somewhat skeptical of each of the monocausal explanations for why the 

IL0 was created in 1919, my anaiysis will involve a more plural, multivariate approach. 

Ln chapter two of this study, I will examine the rise of the organized labour movements. 1 

believe that the L O  was successfully estabüshed ia 1919 because organized domestic 

labour movements were involved, unLike the earlier attempts to found organizatiom for 

labour legislation. The üterature does not connect the lack of organized labour 

participation to the failme of early non-govemmentai, voluntary organizatiow such as the 

Intemationai Association for Labour Legislation. Furthemore, 0 t h  analyses do not 

connect the increased importance of organized labour movement and the idea of social 

justice which I will connect in Chapter Three. Chapter Two will examine the history of 

working conditions and why organized labour movements themselves were created. 

Then 1 will explore the development of the international movements in which workers 

became involved, particularly politicai and industrial movements. Finally, Chapter Two 

will look at the role of organized labour during World War 1 with particdar attention to 

39 Osherenko p. 1 

40 niese three hypotheses are summarized in Gai1 Osherenko and Oran R Young "The Formation of 
International Regimes: Hypotheses and Cases," in Polar Politics pgs 1-2 1. 



the international conferences and the peace program which organized labour put forth 

during the war and at the Paris Peace Tdks. 

In chapter Three, 1 WU shift the focus to the importance of social justice in the 

creation of the 1.0.  As I have noted there has ken insutncient attention paid to social 

justice and how it was linked to the dominant paradigm of idealism after the war. 

Commentators have shied away h m  the obvious comectiom between the incorporation 

of social justice in an international organization and its ties with the sbift in the dominant 

paradigm. In chapter three 1 will briefly examine the 19th century proponents of 

international labour legislation and the origins of idealism in international relations. 

Then, 1 will focus on how social justice moved h m  being strictly a radical, inteiiectual 

idea to an accepted mainstream liberal concept. 1 wiil also explore the implications of 

World War 1. This cataclysmic struggle was the key event in the acceptance of social 

justice by the political elites and generaî public. Finaiiy, 1 wiii examine the necessity of 

an international cnsis to a shifi in the dominant inteliectual paradigm. The rise of the 

organized labour movement and the acceptance of social justice are the Mmediate causal 

factors of the ILO's establishment. Aithough World War 1 is not the focus of this study, it 

is arguable that the root cause of the lLû's creation was Wodd War 1. Not only did 

World War 1 change the face of the global economy, it was a shock to the entire 

international system. Although the nse of the organized labour movement and the 

acceptance of social justice as a governing idea are the immediate causai factors of the 

lLO's establishment, both factors caa be explained by Wodd War 1. Despite the 

problematic issue of World War 1, the focus of this study is on the immediate causes of 

the ILOS creation, even though the common factor of World War I th- to the fore. 

The conclusion of this study will examine the linkages between the rise of the 

organized labour movement and the transformation of social justice after World War 1. In 



addition, the conclusion will make clear of the applicability of the KO's creation to the 

current intemationai situation, 



The labour movements which thrived in most of the industriaiid nations before, 

diiling and a h  World Wiu 1 played an exûemely innuential role in the ILO's creation. 

This chapter will begin by detailing the historical conditions which precipitated the 

creation of organked labour movernents. 1 will also briefly summark the impact trade 

unions and labour movements had on working conditions prior to World War 1 with 

particular attention to the resultant national labour laws and the couatnes which had the 

most advanced protection. Then 1 WU continue by examinhg both the international 

political and indusaial movements in which labour organizations were involved prior to 

World War 1. Domestic labour organizatiom did not play a promiwnt mie in the 

establishment of the international Association for Labour Legislation and remained 

v W y  uninvolved in the international forums relating to labour issues prior to the 

outbreak of Worid War 1. However, domestic labour organhtions' views changed &er 

the outbreak of hostilities in 1914. An international organïzation which dealt exclusively 

with labour issues was demanded and seemed to be necessary. Further, almost fiom the 

outset of Worid War 1, domestic labour organizations and international labour 

conferences began demanding a place at the Peace T a b .  In addition, the labour 

movement provided some of the prominent propals for the Park Peace Talks and 

contributed several of its proponents to the Commission on Internationai Labour. As a 

result, the years during the fïrst World War require examination to discover why labour's 

demands suddenly became more prominent and why labour movements became 

influential. 

The creation of the IL0 would not have been possible without the cooperation of 

domestic labour movements. The general strikes and unrest which were a feature of the 



years imrnediately following World War 1 Uidicated the dangerous undercurrents that 

domestic labour movements could unleash These potent forces &ed enormous weight 

in the wake of the 191 7 Bolshevik Revolution in Russia. The fear of unrest as well as the 

potentiai for revolution gave labour movements bargaining power in a world that wanted 

universal peace. Simply put, universai peace could not be achieved without attention to 

the hardships imposed by industriaikition on workers and therefore domestic labour 

organizations became extremely influentid in the creation of the ILO. 

. * 
CO- c~rowth of T- 

Conditions of labour have always been a source of tension between workers and 

their employers.1 One of the major instruments used by workea (both skilled and 

unskilled) to address poor working conditions has been the formation of trade unions and 

labour movements. The industriaihtion of rndacturing in the late 18th and early 

19th centuries condemned the small-scale artisan workshops. As a remit, working people 

lost much of the control and influence they had formerly enjoyed over their work 

conditions. No longer were they skilled craftsmen working in small, understandable 

establishments that tùey owned or could iduence. Now they were faceless servants of 

increasingly mechanUed factory processes. It was the use of power machinery and the 

development of the factory system which encouraged the growth of labour movements to 

protect and fight for workers. The Industrial Revolution was founded on the economic 

principles of liberalism and iadividualism in many countries. This meant that 

individualsi had the fireedom of work, free cornpetition, fke trade and non-intervention of 

the State.2 However, when the principles of the Industrial Revolution were coupled with 

For example, as early as 1387 the London cordwainers hied to forxn a permanent labour fiatemity in 
rebellion against the "overseers of the trade." Abdul-Karirn Tilûlti. Tr@arrism and the ILO. 
(S tockhoim Aimqvist and Wiksell, 1 982), p.56 

Anthony AIcock. HrStov of the Inrernazional Labour Orgunkatio~ (London: MacMillan, l!J'Il), p.3 



the newly mechanized factories tremendous strains were imposed on social relationships, 

especiaiiy for the workllig ciass. 

Small poor t o m  developed in many industrialued nations as a resuit of the 

inflow of unemployed agricultural workers who were seeking paid factory positions. 

Furthermore, these fonnerly agriculnital workers became a new class uato themselves 

who were hired by the capitalist entrepreneurs and completely divorced h m  the 

ownership of the meam of production.-' Essentiaily, this was a new class of inexpensive, 

unskilled workers who were desperately in need of employment. The labour conditions 

were deplorable. Workhg hours were very long. There was widespread use of child 

labour. Factones were dirty and often brought on " m a l f o d o n  of bones, cwature of 

the spine, heart diseases, stunted growth, asthma and premature old age." In addition, 

workers' wages were extremely low for the amount of hours worked. "Great fortunes 

were made by a pnvileged few, but the vast majority of working people became, literally, 

nothing more than slaves to the new machines."s The only power the individuai worker 

had was over his fieedom to work for a given employer. But this power was very h t e d  

in the early 19th century. There were more workers than there were jobs and thus 

employers did not need to accede to the demands of workers. n e y  could dismiss the 

disdected and hire replacements with considerable legal and practical ease. On the 

whole, labourers were unorganized and forced to accept whatever wage or working 

conditions employers offered.6 In the early decades of the Industrial Revolution there 



was very Little that workers codd do to improve their condition. Trade unions were 

prohibited in most industrialized nations until the 19th century. 

The first permanent f o m  of labour organization was the local trade club in 

Brïtain. These were founded by 18th c e n w  skilied artisans in various trades including 

carpentry, bricklaying and p~t ing.7  However, by the end of the 18th centiny in Britain 

economic liberalisrn had been embraced and the government enacted laws which 

outlawed combinations within the trades.8 Britain's &st true step towards legal trade 

unionism was the Law of 1824 which legaiized t d e  union actiuity. Almost immediately 

there was trade union growth in a variety of trades incfuding sbipwtights, joiners and 

miaers.9 Britain was the nrst nation to permit trade unionism to fiourïsh as it was the 

leading economic and trading nation in the world The wwth of trade unionism in 

Britain was a result of a poücy allowing for more k d o m  of association by workea so 

that they codd attain their own refomis through collective bargaining.10 Trade mionism 

continued to grow in Britain throughout the 19th century and the influence of trade 

unions was felt within the House of Commons.11 But trade unions did not really have an 

impact on the deplorable working conditions characteristic of 19th century factones. 

The Combination Acts of 1799 and 1800 made all combinations of any kind whatsoever illegal. The 
legisiation initiated a period of savage repression of trade union activity. During the 19th century there 
were neatly 40 separate pieces of legislation enacted to outlaw trade combinations in Btitain. While the 
intent of the legislation clearly was to prevent workets fiom resisting the low level oftheir living standards, 
it did not succeed in killing trade union impulses. (Tikriti p.62) 

l0 J o b  W. Follows. Antecedents ofrhe International Labor Organuation. (ûxf0rd:CIarendon Press, 
1951), p. t 

Two trade unionists were eiected to the House of Commons in the 1874 election and in 1875 the new 
govemment passed two measures conceding to trade union demands and resulting in official recognition of 
trade unions and the right to collective bargaining. However, there was no official Labour party in Britain 
untiI 1900. (Titi p.66) 



Britain was not the oniy nation in Europe to experience the p w t h  of trade unions 

in the 19th century. Switzerland, Gemiany and France al l  encountered a growth in labour 

movements during the 19th century depending on theu national laws. For example, it is 

interesthg to note that unions were illegal in France until 1884 and strikes were 

considered a criminai offense as late as 1864.12 Essentially, organized labour movements 

and trade unions began as a way for workers to improve their conditions of employment, 

although the rmde unions oniy had a limiteci impact in most industrialized nations during 

the 19th century. 

Intemationai iabour laws were not a substitute for domestic labour legislation. 

Domestic labour laws simply had a more ümited scope. Not surprisingly, the nrst 

countries to Mplement national labour laws were those which were the first to experience 

the problems associated with industrialkation. However, the reasons for adopting labour 

Iaws is the same for both national and international laws. 

Al1 of them[labour laws] represent a strengthening of the public 
conscience, since they impose compulsory regulations, prohibitions, 
and restrictions on the private interests of manufacturersy in the 
interest of what are regarded as higher considerations the Me, health, 
safetyy morals, and liberty of the workea ... The need for legislation 
arises fiom the union of two social postdates- the requirernents of 
public moraiity and the administrative necessity for compulsion.13 

I2 Sellier, Francois. "The French Workers' Movement and Politicai Unionism," The International 
Movement in Transition. (Urbana: University o f  Illinois, 1973), p.79 

l3 James T. Shotwell ed. The Urigins of the htermtional Labour Orgunkation vol. 1. (New York: 
Columbia University Press, 1934), p. 13 



nie coutries which were most advanced in the protection of their domestic workers were 

Britain, France and Gemiany. The highly hdustriaiized countnes who lagged behind in 

eatly 20th century in ternis of domestic labour legislation were Belgium and the U.S. 

1 will higblight the key domestic labour laws in Britain, France and Gemany as 

weU as briefly detail the signifïcant U.S. labour laws. The nrst labour legislation passed 

in Britain occurred in 1802 which was an Act to pmtect the health and morality of 

children working in factories. The Act was the result of public outrage towards the 

ho&c w o r h g  conditions of "apprentices" in Lancashire.14 Britain was the fkst to 

implement domestic labour laws. Both Britain and France attempted to redress the 

problems associated with the Industrial system using domestic labour laws. During the 

19th century, there was continuous evolution of Bntain's labour laws. The bulk of 

Britain's 19th century labour legislation related to child labour and the regdation of 

factory conditions.l5 It is important to keep in mind that the 19th century was a period of 

Unmense democrahtion in Britain which was achieved through various reform acts 

beginning in 1833. Britain's labour laws were reflective of the e ~ c h i s e m e n t  of 

various segments of society. The bu& of Britain's pre-war labour laws were enacted 

between 1900 and 1914. Old age pensions were established in 1908 in order to eliminate 

"pauperism" among the increasing numbers of elder workers.16 The British parliament 

addressed the problem of unemployment in 1909 by creating labour exchanges to 

improve labour mobility.17 However, the most important piece of social legislation 

' 5  Charles W. Pipkin. SociaI Politics and hiodent Denocrocies volume 1. (New Yoric: MacMillan, 193 l), 
p.1 I 

l6 Thomas William Heyck. The Peoples of the British hies: A New History. From 1870 to the Presenf 
volume m. (Belmont: Wadsworth Publishing, 1 Wî), p.92 

l7 Heyck volume [II, p.92 



passed in Britak pnor to World War 1 was the Nationai Insutance Act of 191 1. This act 

provided the first protection for workers outside of the mtiquated 19th century Poor Law 

systern against s i c b  and unemployment in major industries.18 Britain's body of 

labour law basically attempted to ameliorate the worst problems of industrial British 

society but did not really address the mots of the problems. 

It was not until 1841 that France began to limit the hours of work for children 

aged eight to twelve years to eight hours per &y and for chiidren aged twelve to sixteen 

to twelve hours. However, there was no administrative systern of inspection unt.1 1883.19 

It is interesting to note that the French government did not establish a general eight hour 

working day Iaw until 1923 and did so to recognke the loyalty of workers during the 

dificult War years.20 The bulk of France's domestic labour laws were passed between 

1880 and 1906. "The years corn 1880 to 1900 were characterized by the &III 

establishment of the doctrine of state intervention and the enactment of substantial and 

extensive social legisIation."*~ Social legislation passed during this period included; the 

legalization of trade union organhtion, organkation of systematic fstory inspections, 

and regdation of the conditions in which individuals worked. The years fimm 1900 to 

1906 were occupied by the development of the administrative rnechanisms to enforce 

France's domestic labour laws. SpecifIcally, in 1900 the Labour Office was established 

and in 1906 the Ministry of Labour was created? France's fht general minimum wage 

Iaw was not enacted until 1915 and it applied to; garment-workers, women and men, 

I8  Heyck, volume III,p.92 

l9 David J. Saposs. The Labor Mimement in Posr-WCV France. (New York: Columbia University Press, 
193 1), p. 229 

20 Pipkin volume II, p.135 

21 Saposs p z 7  

Saposs p.227 



natives and aliens-* Fioally, the French goverament also enacted national old-age 

pensions in 1910 aller signiscant agitation by French trade unions and the general 

populace. France had a fairy advanced domestic labour law system prior to the F h t  

World War, but did not have a very advanced social insurance system untii d e r  the War 

concluded. 

Germany had the best social insurance system of any European country. 

Bismarck in s t i~ed  a system of social insurance in the 1880's which provided Geman 

workers with goveramentai protection. Germany had protection against unemployment, 

illness, accident, disability and old age before 1900.B The adoption of laws on health 

insurance and pensions in Gennany, between 1883 and 1891, comtitute the first real 

social legistation in Europe.26 Interestingly, German labour movements were reluctant to 

support Bismarck's social legislation because of the underlying motive which was 

decidedly anti-Labour27 Gemany was a pioneer of the modern weLfare state. 

As a cornparison to Britain, France and Germany, it is relevant to examine the 

underdeveloped domestic labour laws in the United States. U.S. labour laws were rnainiy 

enacted d e r  World War I as the U.S. govemment was most interested in anti-Trust laws 

during the late 19th and early 20th centuries. The ody noteworthy domestic labour 

legislation was at the state level. In 1903, laws were enacted in most states to regulate 

23 This minimum wage law was extended in 1916 to also include domestic rnakers of paper? confectionary, 
gloves, buttons, embroidery and feathers. (Saposs p.238) 

24 Saposs p.26 1 

26 Ghebali, " From philanthrophy to foundation: The roots of the i L 0 ,  The World of Work: 7k Magaine 
of the ILO. (no.8, Iune 1994), p.9 

27 Stefan Berger. The British Labour Party and the German Social Democrats, 1900-1931. (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1994), p.3 1 



child labour.*a At the federal level, the Department of Labour was created in 1913. 

Apart h m  these two events, US. labour law was in its infaiicy despite a fairly well 

developed trade union movement 

As this study is focused on the creation of the ILO, it is important to understand 

the development of intemational action to achieve protection for labour, which seemed to 

be a nahual outgrowth of the domestic system of labour protection. Although it was the 

trade union movement which eventually demandecl during World War 1 that an 

internationai code for workers' protection be estabiished, the mots of international action 

focusing on labour protection can be traced to the international socialist movement. 

The socialist agenda set out by Marx and Engels was international in scope h m  

its inception. in the context of such an agenda it seems quite naturai that protection for 

workers should be viewed as an international problem rather than a national issue. The 

First IntemationaP, which was founded in London in 1864, held international protection 

of labour as one of its aims.30 Its creators argued that although Europe had witnessed an 

unprecedented development in trade and industry, the workers' living standards had 

declined.31 The conclusions drawa by the socialist movement within the First 

International were twofold. First, since capitaiism would use its political power to defend 

28 Thomas J, bock. To End AI[ Wms: Wo&ow Wilson and the Qirestfor a New World Order. (New 
York: Oxford University Press, 19!E), p.90 

29 The Fi International was initiatly known as the International Working Men's Association and Marx 
was one of its main figure-heads. The First International was a mal1 organization throughout its brief life 
and its fotemost purpose was to act as a conduit of  communication between the affiliated working class 
associations, Alejandro Col&, "Putting Cosmospolitanism into Practice: the Case of Socialist 
Internationalism." Miflennium: Journal of Intermtiond Studirés (vo1.23, no.& 1994), p.52 1 

30 Francis Graham WiIson. Labor in the bague System. (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1934). p.30 

31  Alcock p.7 



the existllig economic system of laissez-faire Liberalism, the ody possible remedy to the 

miseries of the masses was for the working classes to gain politicai power. Secondly, the 

workers in different countries needed to stand together to achieve better conditions and to 

ensure that the Govemments wodd not engage in unwcessary imperialistic wars." The 

main tasks the movement identified were to establish close relations between workers in 

various countries and trades, to coiiect devant statistics, to discuss common issues, to 

coordinate actions in various countries in the case of international crises and to publish 

regular reports? While the concept of the First Intemational had merit, its goals were 

unmet and utopian. 

In essence, "the First International was born before its time. It represented an 

attempt to establish an international organization of workers before the workers had 

developed soüd organkations in their own countries."34 There were no nationai parties 

comprised of trade unionists throughout the years the First International existed3s and the 

core of the First Intemational was made up of weii intentioned enthusiasts and 

intellectuais. As a resuit, there were distinct splits in views as to the methods to be 

adopted. Members of the First International agreed that there was a need to promote the 

formation of trade unions but remained divided on the issue of political action.36 Since 

the membership of the First International was divided on such hdamental and important 

issues, it dissolved in 1872. Neveitheless, the First International was a pioneering 

32 Alcock p.7 

33 Tibiti p.42 

34 John J, Price. The International Labour Movement. (London: Oxford University Press, 1945), p.7 

3s The First Intemationai was fomed in 1864 and lasted until 1872. 

36 For example, membecs ofthe International fiom England and Pnwia participated in the universal 
struggle which culminated in the passage of the Representation of the People Act in 1 867 that eafianchised 
the town wotker, However, members fiom France, Italy and Spain had no confidence in their respective 
parfiaments and thus did not advocate parliamentary action by the workers. (Price p.9- 10) 



internatonai organization as it had a central c o u d  which actively undertook the 

exchange of infonnatio~ investigation into social conditions and exploration into 

questions of gened interest? In spite of its lack of an organized local or national 

membership, the First International laid the primitive basis for later international labour 

organhtions. 

Aithough the First International did not nnvive, labour concems commanded 

attention in the succeeding yean. The decades of the 1880's and 1890's were a time of 

enormous growth in labour and socialist parties. Socialist parties were formed in Austria 

(1 888), Swimland (1 888), Sweden (1 889), Italy (1 892), Holland (1 894), Hungary 

(1894) and Russia (1898)Y In Great Britain the Independent Labour Party was created 

in 1893 and the Labour Party as it now exists was formed in 1900. While tbere had long 

been scattered socialist groups in France, the French Socialist Party was not formed until 

the diverse groups unined in 1905.39 The growth of domestic socialist and labour parties 

in Europe revived interest in the formation of a new International comprised of working 

class organhtions, as the problems and objectives of workers in their respective 

countries were perceived to be sirnilar. International cooperation became firmly 

entrenched among the working classes and the result was the formation of the Second 

International in 1889. One of the main topics of discussion in the initial Paris Congress 

of 1889 was protective labour legislation~ It was recognized by the delegates that 

40 Some delegates to the congres demanded an eight hour work day for young workers, prohibition of 
night work wherever Feasible, special restrictions in dangerous occupations, a weekly rest period, abolition 
of the weating system, factory inspections, and prohibition of child labour. (Follows p. 1 16) 



labour legislation wodd best be achieved by enacting international treaties to govern 

domestic labour laws.41 

While international protection of labour was one of the key topics discussed 

within the Second international, otber noteworthy issues which were discussed included 

an international general strike, socialist participation in nationai goveniment, general 

theones for the international unification of the working class and actions to be taken by 

labour in the event of war? Like the First Intemationid, the intent of the Second 

International was directed towards improving the situation of the working classes, but 

again intemal division created trouble. The Second International was fûndamentaily 

divided between reformen and revolutionaries. The majority of the Second international 

was comptised of moderate socialists who preferred reform to revolution. The workers 

who had been recruited into the socialist political movement believed refonn was 

possible without revolution, as evidenced by the creation of national labour codes43, but 

this was in sharp contrast to revolutiomry socialists who wholeheartedly subscribed to 

Marx's theory of the revolution of the proletariat.* In spite of the divisions within the 

Second International, it survived and continued to hold congresses every three years until 

the outbreak of World War 1. 

In the years immediately preceding the outbreak of 

International gave increased attention to the subject of war. 

World War 1, the Second 

As international tensions, 

43 Gemany was a clear example of social demoaacy in pnctice as Bismarck had instituted an unpatalleled 
system of social insurance which provided protection against unemployrnent, illness, accident, disability 
and old age. Bismarck wanted the State to protect wockers against personal misfortune and for the workets 
and employers to solve problems such as hours of work and the right to organize. (Alcock p.8) 
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great power and the likelihood of war increased, the international became pteoccupied 

with trying to prevent the war and ensurhg that the workers took coordinated action 

aga% the war. The outbreak of WorId War 1 became unavoidable and the workers of 

various countries were "swept into service of the war machine."4s It was the initiation of 

war which suddenly ended the existence of the Second International. The ideals 

associated with the early political movements that supported the implementation of 

international treaties on labour protection remained relevant tiuoughout the war. 

The Fitst and Second Internationals were politicai bodies which sought to achieve 

political power for workers. It is arguable that the Internationafs existed before their 

tirne. Nevertheless, the Internationals laid the foundations for the organized labour 

movements' demands for international protection of workers. But it was the trade union 

movement which ultimately demanded that international treaties on labour protection be 

estab lished. 

Even though the Internationals were political, there was an absence of 

international trade union organizations to give voice to working class industrial issues 

until the late 19th century. It was aot until the end of the 19th century that the 

international trade union movement was diçtinguishable nom the internationai socialist 

movement. Until the 1880's trade unions had been composeci of skilled workers only. As 

a result, many of the unskilied workers who laboured in the industrial factories had no 

organization whatsoever. However, during the 1880's trade unions began to admit 

unskilled workers into their membership in order to broaden their support base.46 The 
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evolution of the trade union movement was marked by the formation of two types of 

organhation, specificaiiy the Intemational Trade Secretariats and the International 

Federation of Trade Unions. 

The International Trade Secretariats, such as the International Miners' Federation, 

developed in the 1870's and 1880% to unite specific crafts and M e s  of Merent 

industrialized countries in an international association of workers.47 international 

workers associations were created by workers in various fields hcludiag giass, clothing, 

metal, leather, textile, tobacco and transportation and collectively these groups became 

known as the International Trade Secretariats9 U d y  International Trade Secretanats 

were created by sküled workers. The congresses of the Second International provided 

meeting places for the members of trade unions fiom different countries and Mpressed 

upon many the need for international organhtion? in addition, after 1896 the creation 

of individual trade secretariats was stimulated by trade union growth and "by 1900 there 

were seventeen intemational d e  secretariats in existence."' The principal activities in 

which the International Trade Secretariats were involved were the exchange of trade 

information among unions, support of afnliated labour groups, organizing financial aid to 

workers for support of large strikes, preventing workers of one country fiom acting as 

strike-breakers in another and promoting labour organization in areas where it did not 

exist or where it was weaic.51 The Intemational Tradp Secretariats marked a beginning for 

international cooperation by workers. 
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The Intemational Trade Secretariats existed alongside the Intemationai Federation 

of Trade Unions 0. There were several efforts prior to 1900 to set up a central 

international organhtion to represent trade unions as a whole in their respective 

countries-n However, it was not untii 1901 that p d c a i  resuits were achieved and it 

was possible to hold the fkst internatiod conference of trade union centers at 

Copenhagen. This was the first step towards founding the IFTU in 191 3-53 The aims of 

the IFTU were "to form a permanent link between the trade unions of the different 

countries; to undertake the exchange of information and documents; to make available 

translations of legislation and other materials likely to be of international interest; to 

begin the preparation of d o m  trade union statistics; and to arrange the provision of 

mutuai assistance in industrial disputesgns4 

In essence, the IFTU was an international body consisting of national trade union 

centers or representatives of various industnalized countries who had accepted both the 

poiicies and objectives of the IFTU in their des.ss The importance of the IFTU was that 

it promoted unity of the trade unioas. Unity was achieved thtough the IF'I7J's des, 

which provided that ody one national cented ûade union could aff?liate fiom each 

country. In cases where there was more than one national organjzation, the IFTU had to 

decide which was most eligible for afEliation." The filndamentd goal of the IFTU was 

the promotion of working class unity globaiiy. This was to be achieved by increasing the 
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relations between the trade unions of al1 countries. "The promotion of common trade 

union interests and activities was natinally provided for, and special reference was made 

to the promotion of international social legislation and of workers' education. The other 

main object of the IFTü was to avert war and combat reaction."fl Despite the lofty 

objectives the IFTü set out, like the Second International it t w  was shattered by World 

War 1. Although the wu changed the very nature of international relations between al1 

groups, both the IFTU and the Intemational Trade Secretariats r e c o d ~ e d  themselves 

after the war. There was a lack of uaity within the intemationai labour movement both 

before and after World War 1 which can partly be attributed to the p d e l  political and 

industrial movements that existed. 

It is evident that there had been various types of organization in which labour 

issues had dominated. Yet, labour groups were not unifïed in one international effort. 

Instead, international labour movements developed in two parailel but separate bodies, 

the IFTU and the Socialist International. There were also definite ciifferences in the 

approaches that the two groups took. The IFTU was a loose federation which had laissez- 

faire at the h e m  of its economic doctrine and beiieved in the philosophy of direct action 

by employers and employees without interference fiom the state.58 The IFTLI wanted to 

act on workers' problems within the existing system of capitalism. The Socialist 

International was an alliance of the labour groups who wanted to secure political and 

economic power for workers through the socidization of the means of production, the 

economy and the state.59 The Sociaiist International wanted to radically change both the 

political and economic system. Neither of these organizations concentrated substantively 
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on improving the conditions of laboury although both organizations paid lip service to the 

importance of ameliorating working conditions. World War i bdamentaly changed the 

labour movement ûrgankd labour moved into a new and more powerful position 

during the war. "It was evident to ai i  that, through the increased significance and 

importance of man powei, labour might seize the opportunity to benefit concretely nom 

the Peace Conference."60 

Y!laLum 

The enormity of World War I did not stop organized labour activity. Rather, 

"conventions and congresses of every shade and vatiety of labour opinion clamoured for 

a just peace and for a recognition in the peace treaty of the rights of labour."61 1 wiLl not 

detail every labour conference held during the war and wiil simply focus on those 

conferences which produced results which directly aEected the Paris Peace Talks. It is 

important to note that labour demands were not articuiated by one unified labour 

movement. Labour's demands were voiced through various labour congresses held 

during the war. The congresses were important in crystauizing labour's opinion. 

However, it was the pressure which domestic labour movements exerted on the national 

statesmen of individual countries, particularly in Great Britain, that made the labour 

congresses influentid in the creation of the ILO. 

The American Federation of Labour (An) was the first labour organization to 

voice proposais for the pst-war world. The An was the first trade union movement to 

connect the issue of working conditions and the evenhial peace talks. In 1914 at the 

Philadelphia Convention of the An, it was proposed that "a world labour conference 

60 ShotwelI vol. 1 p.57 
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should be held at the same tirne and place as the Peace Conference."62 This proposal was 

not advocating direct participation in the Peace Conference- It simply was that labour 

shouid deal with its problems while the poiiticians worked out their own differences at 

the Wat's conclusion. However, this proposal was also endorsed by the French 

Confidération Génémle a( Travuil.63 It was the Fmch trade union leader, Leon 

Jouhaux, who proposed that the future peace ûeaty shouid include specinc clauses 

relating to labour 1egislation.w Jouhaux was extremely active in organizing discussion by 

domestic labour organhtions on peace aims, and was aftiliated with both the IFTU and 

Socialist International. As a result of his connections, Jouhaux was able to keep in touch 

with various labour leaders across the world h April 1916 he gathered certain 

representatives of the trade union movement together including William A. Appleton, the 

Secretuy of the British General Federation of Trade Un.ions.6S Appleton had close 

relations with Samuel Gompers, head of the An, and was invited to join the 

representatives of French, Belgian and Italian kade unions to discuss the AFL resolution 

proposing a World Labour Congress. This meeting laid the foundations for the mual 

meeting of the General Federation of Trade Unions which was set for July 1916 in 

Leeds -66 

The Leeds Conference w d  as its basis a report drafted by Jouhaux and the 

French Confédératim Générale du Travail which detailed historicd attempts to 

coordinate international labour laws. The report also included a declaration asserting that 
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it was necessary to articulate the economic principles which affected labour in the peace 

treaty as weli as labour's demands. Like the IFTU prior to the war, Jouhaux's report did 

not reject the existing economic system. But the report claimed that reform was needed 

intemationaiiy to protect labour and improve working conditions. The Leeds conference 

brought together British, French, Italian and Bel* labour representatives who adopted 

buhawcrs report and supported the resolutions made by hùn. The problems of labour 

crossed national boundaries and the trade union representatives at Leeds saw that treaties 

on international labour standards of working conditions and worker protection were 

necessary. The conference demanded recognition in the peace treaty of "the right to 

work, the regulation of migration by special government commission, social insurance, 

limitation to a maximum ten-hour &y, legislation for provisions of hygiene and safety, 

and government control of the caryhg out of these provisions."67 Further, the 

conference cailed for the appointment of an international commission to ensure that these 

clauses were implemented and to prepare for future conferencesy as weli as the creation of 

an international labour office to coordinate and study labour legislation.68 The Leeds 

Confierence of 1916 was a watershed event in the path to the creation of the IL0 as it 

marked the beginning of a definite attitude of and action by the labour movement towards 

international labour treaties. Clearlyy the trade union representatives viewed irnproving 

working conditions as a priority. Prior to the Leeds Conference, the labour movement 

had no specific program or aims towards the conclusion of international labour treaties. 

There were piecemeal attempts to articulate an international approach as evidenced by the 

IFTü and the Socialist International, but the Leeds program articulated a clear opinion by 

labour on the specifics of international cooperation. 
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The program of the Leeds Coderence athacted a great deal of publicity and was 

believed to reflect the opinion of ail of  the labour world. This was not the case, 

however, as then was opposition fiom both the IFTU, as expressed by Car1 Legien, who 

was the President of the IFTU based in Berlin, and the International Socialist Bureau. 

Legien cuculated a couter-proposai prior to the Berne Conference of 1917 which 

included a detailed criticism of the Leeds program and the counter-proposais went 

considerabiy M e r  tbaa the Leeds program.70 However, the ody relevant resolution put 

forth by Legien caiied for signatory States to "bind themselves to aid in the realization of 

the resolutions of these coogresses."7~ The Leeds Conference laid the foudations for 

labour's demands within the Peace Talks. It is important to note that although labour was 

not a group unto its own at the Peace Talks, many of its key leaders were appointed by 

their respective corntries to the Labour Commission in 1919 and evennially to the ILO. 

W e  there were several labour congresses held during the war years by various labour 

groups, the Leeds Conference had the largest impact for international labour proposais 

because of the publicity it garnered. 

There was clearly a great deal of pressure being exerted by domestic labour 

movements through the publicity of the international labour congresses. However, this 

leaves unanswered why govemments would consider labour's demands sufnciently 

important to warrant inclusion into the Peace Treaty. It was relatively sudden that labour 

became involved in demanding international labour protection within the peace treaty. 

Only after the outbreak of World War I were domestic labour movements demanding 

international recognition in the peace treaty. Further, labour was not a unified force at the 
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outset of World War 1. 1t is interesting, but not surprising, that the initiative for 

international protection of labour was taken by the leaders of workers' orgimizations as 

labour was the group d e r i n g  the greatest domestic hardships provoked by the War. 

The labour movement was the nrst to cal1 public attentioa to the need for large scale, 

international action. It is noteworthy that, prior to the War, governments made their 

decisions wittiout consuitiag the workm' organktions, even in cases where the 

decisioos would affect workers. The outbreak of World War 1 necessitated closer 

relations between the employers, workers and govemment on a national level. "The 

organhtion of industry for the production of munitions and war supplies and for the 

maintenance of the essential services of the community involved many questions on 

which the representatives of employers and workers had to be consulted and their 

cooperation and agreement obtained."" As a cesuit, "the war had show the 

Govemments the power of these orgmizations, a power which, properly utilized, might 

cernent the whole economic system and safeguacd our well-king and civilization, but 

which, if neglected, will inevitably become a force overwhelming a l l  othea."n How had 

labour become such a powerful force in international relations? 

World War 1 transformed al1 the societies it touched. uidustry had ken  directed 

towards wartime production and millions of productive workers volunteered theu 

services to their respective countries. The result of the mobilization of men for amed 

senrice left industry with a lack of workers. Therefore the workers who were still 

employed in their respective countries had more fieedom to demand concessions and 

improvements fiom theù employers. The War years also witnessed a tremendous 
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increase in trade union membership." The increase in trade union membership can be 

attributed in part to more complete statistics as weli as a general increase in population. 

It can be estùnated that total trade union membership in the 30 largest countries in 19 13 

was 16,152,000 and by 1919 it was 42,040,00075 This trend is important as it gave the 

labour movements an ever increasing base of members to draw upon for support and to 

help influence theù respective govemments. Furthemore, it became more difEcult for 

govemments to ignore such a large segment of their population. Lloyd George expressed 

this sentiment in his war memoirs: 

Of ail the problems which Govemments had to handle duting the great 
war, the most delicate and probably perilous were those arising on the 
home fiont ... In a modem industrial state, the vast bulk of the population 
consists of wage earners and those dependent on them. Since Britain is 
the most highly industrialized state in the world, the contentment and 
cooperation of wage eamers was our vital concern and industriai unrest 
spelt a graver menace to our endurance and ultimate victory than even the 
miütary strength of Germany.76 

The reaction of the respective national govemments to labour was of the utmost 

importance for the entire war effort because organized labour comprised a significantly 

large segment of the population in all industrialized nations. Furthemore, the 

govemments needed the cooperation of labour in order to 'feed the war machine' or to 

manufacture munitions as well as to keep the home froat fkee from West. As a result of 

the closer relations between the working classes and the govemment, reconciliation 

between the classes developed "In al1 the Allied countries the working classes helped 

towards victory by the work they did in the maoufacture of munitions. In recognition of 

this, promises were made to them by statesmen- by Mr. Lloyd George in Great Britain 
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and by M. Clemenceau in France."n The promise was to include some sort of 

intemationai mechanism to protect labour in the eventual peace talks. 

As 1 have already showu, the organized labour movement innwnced government 

policies using direct actioa such as strikes or revolutionary movements to achieve its 

goals. ûrganized labour a h  used indirect actions, including placing its members in 

coalition govemments to wield idluence. Another indirect action labout used was to 

attempt to innuence public opinion.78 Trying to get a sense of public opinion is 

tremendously difncult for this period as polling was not then used consistently. Despite 

this, the bulk of labour's pressure! was concentrated on swaying public opinion. One 

successful method labour used to appeal to the general public for support was to join with 

iiberai p u p s  in the formation of popular fiont organizations in order to pubücize its 

peace program.79 Popular fiont organkations were mass groups which the political 

systems had never experienced before World War 1. These orgauizations, like the 

organized labour movement, were strong supporters of global international organhtions 

to ensure universal peace.80 In Britain the Union of Democratic Control O C )  was 

formed shortly after the outbreak of war in 1914 and was an agency of pubüc opinion. 

UDC members cornmitted themselves to four 'Cardinal Points' which were related to the 

coming peace and not the war in progress: 

They stated that there should be no annexations of temtory without the 
consent of the populations concemed; that the British govenunent should 
commit itselfto no treaties or understandings with foreign powers without 
the consent of parliament; that the 'Balance of Power' in international 
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relations should be abandoncd in favour of an 'International Couacil' to 
resolve disputes between nations; and that there should be d-round 
disarmament af'ter the war.81 

The UDC issued pamphlets which, although iimited in f0cusy coincided with labour's 

peace program. The UDC "caiied for a statement of peace terms; they denounced 

economic wer &et the war and criticued the government for its failure to enter into 

peace negotiations."P The UDC program was directeci towards a fair, negotiated peace 

for all nations. Further, the UDC was very concerned that the European conflict would 

be continued by economic war, meaning restrictive commercial policies and barriers to 

trade, after the miiitary conflict ended.83 The UM: was an integral part of the rise of 

labour and the radical changes which were implemented." The WDC was compromised 

of broder forces than organized labour and thus, could appeal to a wider public in 

f u a h e ~ g  its peace program.85 

The U.S. had a similar organhtion to the WDC in the People's Councii aithough 

it was far Iess influentid than its British counterpart. Like the UDC, the People's 

Council, gained suppoa fiom labour groups and articulated a definite peace program that 

included the formation of an international organisration for the maintenance of world 

peace and the need to safeguard labour standards and conditioas.86 France also developed 

a popular fiont organization called the Republican Coalition. The Republican Coalition, 
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like its British and American counterparts, drew support fiom the Confidération 

Générale du T r d f ,  iocluding Léon Jouhaux and Albert Thomas, and had a peace 

program which paralleleci labour's.87 AU three popular fiont organizations had the same 

purpose, to mobiiize public support for their peace prograxn, which was similar to 

Woodrow Wüson's Fourteen Points. The organked labour movement used popuiar h n t  

orgarhtionç to influence a broder base of public opinion, primarily t h u g h  the 

distribution of pamphlets and information. 

The main reason behind labour's new found importance became clearer in 1917. 

There was an intense fear that the W s  conclusion would bring massive industrial West 

and tevolution. Some saw the Bolshevik Revolution in October 1917 as evidence that 

industrial mst could bring the entire capitaiist system crashing d o m  The growth of 

trade unionism womed many individuals. The labour organizations had gained an 

unprecedented prestige in their respective countries and they consciously exercised 

influence upon their goveniments.88 It was the need for labour's cooperation which 

compelied govemments to enter into engagements with the labour movements to remove 

the "injustice, hardship, and privation," fiom which workers sufEered.89 The renewal of 

labour disputes and unrest in the final years of the War, as weli as before the conclusion 

of the Peace tall<s, convinced govemments that labour's demands had to be recognized. 

Big strikes had already broken out. Troops were mobilized on May Day in Paris in 19 19 

to control a general saike.90 In Canada, the Wuinipeg General Strike which occurred in 

the s p ~ g  of 1919 closed down the city and violent nots ensued. The workers were upset 
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about post-war inflation, low wages and poor working conditions.gl Strikes reached an 

unprecedented level in Britain between 1917-1920.a The labour unrest which 

characterized the immediate pst-war months was very disturbing to national 

govemments. Furthennote, Gemany and much of Eastern Europe were dangerously 

close to revolution.~ The only way to preserve the capitalist system seemed to be to bow 

to labour's demand for international protection of workers. Reforming the existing 

system to meet labour's demaads was preferable to revolution. It was the justifiable fear 

of unrest which gave labour its power. 

Labour movements did not directly participate in the peace taiks at Paris. 

However, as 1 have already noted, many of the key leaders within the labour movernent 

were appohted by theù respective couutries to the international Labour Commission at 

the Paris Peace Talks, including Samuel Gompers, President of the An, Signor Cabrini 

of Italy, who had been present at Leeds, and Emile Vandervelde of Belgium, who had 

been active in the Second International. Labour used its influence during the war years 

to press the statesmen to take international action to protect labour. Trade unions had 

become strong and more international during the war. Furthemore, the growth in trade 

union membership made it impossible for national govemments to ignore their demarids. 

The fear of labour unrest and widespread social conflict in the months after the armistice, 

spurred on by the experience of Russia in 19 17, was the final impetu for govemments to 

take action to refomi the existing conditions. Labour's desire for international protection 

had to be included in the peace treaty in order for the goal of universal peace to be 
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achieved. Therefore, the new prominence that labour gaiaed during the war was highly 

infiuential in the creation of the ILO, The IL0 couid not have been established 

successfully without the cooperation of orgaaized labour. 

The precediag discussion has shown the inauential position that the organized 

labour movement held during World War 1 which aided in the successiid establishment of 

the IL0 in 19 19. It is clear that the cooperation and assistance of labour was necessary in 

the creation of the ILO. However, the prominence of labour during World War 1 was not 

sufncient alone in explainhg the ILO's creation. The innuence of the organized labour 

movement, although an essential ingredient in the successful establishment of the ILO, 

was not enough on its own. The force of new ideas, specincaiiy social justice as a 

governing concept, was the other necessary ingredient in addition to the cooperation of 

labour needed in the successfiil creation of the ILO. 



The seeds of the IL0 had existed nearly a century before it was rralized at the 

Paris Peace Talks. The concept of social justice had long been espoused by utopian and 

socialist thinkers. The IL0 was not established until social justice shifted h m  a strictiy 

socialistic idea to an element of the pst-war consensus on ideaiisrn. This =ceptance of 

social justice by iiberals was graduaiiy taking place in the late 19th century. Social 

justice, as an idea, did w t  change but liberalism was in transition. However, it was not 

mtil the cataclysm of the first World War erupted that social justice was inexorably 

Linked to the concept of universal peace. At the conclusion of World War 1, the 

consensus among the AUied nations at the Paris Peace Taks was that universal peace 

could not be separated fiorn industrial peace. As a result, social justice was adopted as 

the bedrock of the ILO's constitution. 

This chapter will focus on the role of social justice as the governing idea behind 

the creation of the ILO. First, I will briefly examine the early proponents of social justice 

and intemationai labour legislation. Specifidy, 1 will explore the ideas of Robert Owen 

and Daniel Legrand. Further, 1 will examine the ongins of ideaîism ia international 

relations. Then, 1 will focus on how and why the concept of social justice was 

appropriated by liberals beginning in the late 19th century. This is key, as it was not until 

social justice became a more maiastream idea that it h e d  any real political weight. 1 

wili also explore how World War 1 helped in bringing social justice into the mainstream 

of politicai ideas. In addition, 1 will examine the ideological consensus among the AUied 

nations at the conclusion of the war and how there were clear Links between the idealism 

which was dominant at the Paris Peace Talks and the creation of the ILO. Finaily, 1 will 

show the ünk between the rise of organized domestic labour movements and the force of 



social justice as a goveming concept Esseatiaiiy, the influence of the idea of social 

justice meshed weil with the dominant iatellectuai paradigrn of ideaüsm present diiring 

and aAer Worid War 1. It was the consensus which exïsted in this hospitable environment 

which dowed for the IL0 to be created in the Treaty of Versailles. 

The earliest proponents of intemational labour laws were industrialists and 

economists who were concerned with both the living and working conditions of workers 

and their f d e s .  The idea of international labour legislation arose in the early 19th 

century as a consequence of the economic and ethicai disparity between the classes 

during the Industriai Revolution.1 Two industnalists, Robert Owen and Daniel Legrand, 

were particdarly vocal in advocating the need for international labour laws. The 

originator of the idea of international labour treaties was Charles F. Hindley, a British 

manufacturer and member of pariiament, who viewed such labour legislation as necessary 

in 1833 specincaiiy to protect children.2 Robert Owen had nearty twenty years eariier 

posited the idea of labour legislation practiced on an international scale. Owen was an 

extremeiy weaithy miii owner who used bis mauufacturing community of New Lanark to 

test out his beliefs as a social reformer and idealist. Owen shortened the work hours at 

bis mill and irnproved the living conditions of his workea by making provisions for their 

leisure and the education of their children as well as instituting cooperative marketing? 

Owen took his theoriw to the Congress of the Holy AUiance in Aix-la-Chapelle in 1 8 18. 

Owen presented his Two Memorials, in which he proposed that the Congress appoint a 

1 Victor-Yves Ghebali. "Fmm philanthropy ta foundation: The mots of the [LO," World of Work: The 
Muguzine of the ILO. (no.8 , August 1994), p.8 

John W. Follows. AnteceCtents of the International Labour Organkution. ((Oxford: Clarendon Press, 
195 l), p. 1 

Anthony Alcock. Hktoty ojlhe International Labour Organkution. (London: MacMillan, 197 1 ), p.6 



Commission to study New Lanark as a mode1 of what needed to be done for the labourhg 

masses, adopt his ideas and thus remove causes "which perpetualiy generate misery in 

human society."* In spite of the honourabIe and progressive vision Owen presented, the 

Congress dismissed hùn as a political tunatic. However, Owen's vision did not die and 

was continued by others throughout the 19th century. 

The first resolute advocate of international labour laws was Daniel Legrand, who 

was a manufacturer fiom the Alsace region of France. Like Owen, Legrand was very 

concerned by the hardships which the Industrial Revolution had caused workers in the 

19th century. From 1840 und his death in 1859, Legrand appealed to Swiss, Gennan, 

French and British statesmen and civil servants for action. Legrand argued that a State's 

prosperity was directly tied to the physical and emotional health and morality of its 

workers, and thus, governrnents shouid address the abuses cornmon in industrial 

countries.5 Legrand was the first formdy to realize that labour problems transcended 

national boundaries. Legrand pleaded with European governrnents to implement national 

and international laws "to protect the working classes against premature and excessive 

labour, the nrst and major cause of physical decay and the moral brutisbness of the 

working masses, and the principal reason why they are unable to enjoy the blessing of 

family life."6 However, Legrand's calls dso feu on deaf ears. Nevertheless, others 

continued the work of Legrand and Owen.' 

international Labour Organizaiion. The i L 0  in the Sentice of Sociuf Progress. (Geneva: international 
Labour O€fice, l969), p.30 
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The motivations of these individuals in promoting this idea were threefold. The 

nrst motivation was humanitarian, in that these men were genuinely concemed about 

workers' Lives and wanted to improve the conditions in which they iived and laboured.8 

As 1 discussed in the preceduig chapter on the labour movement, working and Living 

conditions which were exacerbated by the Industrial Revolution left workers to d e r  in 

deplorable conditions. However, during the 19th century, the attitude which prevailed 

within the governments of industriaiid corntries was that their d e  was sttictly to 

ensure fieedom for industry and trade. Labour was viewed as a cornmodity like any other 

raw material. In addition, workers were powerless to take action against poor andtor 

abusive treatrnent as 1 have already noted. 

The second motivation was political, in that these idealistic individuals tried to 

establish a iinkage between the protection of workers and social peace. Legrand wamed 

European govemments that the inordinate attention which was paid to the wealthy 

industnalists to reinforce the laissez-faire system would eventually lead an enormous 

mass of their populace to become hostiie to the nation's institutions and reject the existing 

systemP This was around the same time tbat Marx was writing his own critique of 

capitalism. Intemationai regulation of working conditions wouid have the virtue of 

preventing the social upheavals that would otherwise occur once the working masses 

refused to tolerate the societal status of outcasts.lO The emphasis was on the importance 

of strengthening social peace in the industrialized countries and the avoidance of social 

turbulence. 

Victor-Yves Ghebaii. The Internufianariorial Laoow Urganktztion: A Cme Sîu& un the Evolurion of the UN. 
Speciatised Agencrés. (Netherland: Martinus Nijhoff, 1989), p.2 
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Finally, the third motivation was economic, as international laws were the ody 

way to redress national Merences in working conditions. The inequity of working 

conditions was bound to jeopardïze the cornpetitive position of sociaily advanced 

countries, in tbat any country which implemented national laws aimed at the protection of 

its workers would expose itseif to potentially devastating economic conseq~ences.~l 

Ecowmic didvantage in intemational trade was viewed as the cost of implementing 

progressive social policies. Therefore, it was believed that international regdation would 

ailow for the equaiization of conditions and give aU countries a Level playing field. These 

motivations form the basis of the concept of social justice upon which the IL0 was 

created. 

Theoreticaily, social justice can be understooà as a principle which requires in its 

most generai sense that "each individuai have what is due to him."l2 However, justice 

inherently contains another component which is "the setting right of wrong."i3 The early 

proponents of international labour laws viewed the extreme inequities of 19th century 

working conditions as essentidy wrong. Further, these same individuais believed that 

the issue was so sdous it needed to be rectifïed by the govemments of hdustrialized 

countries. To corupletely understand social justice as the ovemding idea behind the 

creation of the LO, it is necessary to work with a NI definition of the p ~ c i p l e s  that 

comprise social justice. "The p ~ c i p l e  of social justice requises that a i l  men should have 

a daim to an equal share in aii those advantages which are commoaly desired and 

" Ghebaii The International Labour Organiration p 3  
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conduce to humau weii-behg."~4 But this does not mean that this principle is the same as 

the demand for equal treatment for al l  men. Rather, social justice is predicated upon 

preferentiai treatment for the under privileged, who do not possess the same advantages 

as many ohers witbin society. The principal of social justice when appiied is intended to 

secure for aii people two advantages in We: that their reasonable expectations will be 

W e d  and their dignity respected.15 The ovemdhg problem of the 19th cen- was 

that there was an intense adherence to the laissez-faire system, to the point that many at 

the lower levels of society couid barely make eaough to survive. Furthemore, the 

wretched working and living conditions were not conducive to human well-king or 

respect for human dignity. It is not surprising that well-intentioned htellectuals and 

industrialists embraced the idea of social justice as a way of combating the social 

problems bmught on by the Industriai Revolution. 

The principle of social justice, which was embodied in the proposais for 

international labour laws, was viewed for many years as highly idealistic. It was not until 

idealism became the doniinant htellectuaVtheoretical paradigm after World War 1 that 

social justice was truiy embraced as a plausible idea Therefore, it is necessary to briefly 

trace the origins of idealism in international relations. 

Idealism is difficult to defke and has been widely debated in international 

relations. Idealism has k e n  a highly elastic term in the study of international relations as 

theories fiom liberaiism to Marxism to utopianism have been described as idealistic in 

l4 A.M. Honore "Social Justice," in hsays in Legaf Phihsophy. Robert S. Summers ed. (Berkeley: 
University of Califomia Press, 1968), p.94 
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nature at some juncture in history.16 The modem school of idealism can be traced back to 

the break-up of the medieval system, which assumed the existence of a universai ethic 

and a universai political system fomded on divine authorityJ7 However, it was not und 

the 18th century that modem ideaiism was M y  established. At its most basic level 

modem idealism was essentidy individualistic, as human conscience was considered the 

final court of appeal in moral questions. It was also essentidy rationalist as the human 

conscience was identined with the voice of reasonP Idealism was also associated with 

Jeremy Bentham's contribution of "the gteatest happiness of the greatest number."19 

Nineteenth century idealism was comprised of three general principles, which were that 

"the pursuit of the good was a matter of right reasoning, that the spread of knowledge 

would soon make it possible for everyone to reason rightly on this important subject and 

that anyone who reasoned rightly on it would necessarily act rightly."20 Idealist theory 

stresses the concepts of justice, morality9 reason and ethics. 

Naturally, these p~c ip les  of idealism were apptied to international relations. 

Areas of inquiry within the discipline of international relations that developed nom 

idealist theory were peace research and the creation of international organizations. For 

example, Abbe Saint-Pierre proposecl one of the earliest models for a Leagw of Nations 

and "was so confident in the reasoaableness of his projects that he believed that, if they 

were f d y  considered, the ruiing powers could not fail to adopt them."2' Another area of 

l6 David Long and Peter Wilson. eùs. Thinkers of the Tivenry Yems' Criris: Inter- Wm ldeullim Reassessed. 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1995). p.4-6 

l7 E.H. Carr. The Twenty Years' CrrSiS, 19 19-1939: An Introducrion to the Study of Internationai Retations. 
(London: MacMillan, 1939), p.22 
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international relations which received tremendous attention h m  idealistic writers was 

the use of war. "Both Rousseau and Kant argued that, since wars were waged by princes 

in their own interest and not in that of thek peoples, there would be no wars under a 

republican fonn of govemment. In this sense, they anticipated the view that public 

opinion, if allowed to make itself effective, would Sufflce to prevent war."u The 19th 

century was an age of heightened inteiiectuaiism and reason, thus idealism became 

increasingly acceptable. Governments and statesmen attempted to use remn, morality 

and understanding to avoid the use of watfare. "Reason could demonstrate the absurdity 

of the international anarchy; and with increasing knowledge, enough people would be 

rationally convinced of its absurdity to put an end to it."" Although idealism was present 

in 19th century international relations, the zenith of idealism did not occur until 

Woodrow Wilson's unique brand of liberalism became the dominant approach in the finai 

years of World War 1. 

In essence, the core characteristic of pst-World War 1 idealism was an 

unshakable belief in conscious, progressive change. Idealisrn can be equated with many 

concepts which were characteristic of  the world after World War 1, including 

universalism, humanism, optimism, liberaiism, socialism, pacifism, anarchism, and 

internationaiism.~ The implication of this is that ail progressive reform is idealistic. 

John H. Herz aptly illustrates the realist-idealist dichotomy which exists within the field 

of international relations. 
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Political realism recognizes the phenornena which are connected with the 
urge for security and the cornpetition for power, and takes their 
consequenca into consideration. Political ideaiism, on the other han4 
usuaiIy starts h m  a more 'rationalistic' assumption, namely, that a 
hannony exists, or may eventually be cealized, between the individuai 
concem and the general good, between interests, rights and duties of men 
and p u p s  in Society; M e r ,  that power is sowîhhg easily to be 
channeled, difked, utiiized for the common gcnxi, and that it can 
dtimately be eliminated altogethet h m  political relatiooships26 

Idealism has a long history in the field of international relations. Never was idealism as 

powemil as a govemiag premise as during the inter-war years, wbich I will discuss later 

in this chapter. 

T m  of S o u  I d e  to a . - 

Attempting to pinpoint exactiy when social justice made the transformation fkom 

a radical idealist concept to a mainStream Liberal idea is difficult. It is equally diilicult to 

detennine why mainStream fiberal political movements and their leaders adopted the 

principles of social justice. The idea of social justice, as it was articuiated in the early 

19th century, was antithetical to the system of laissez-faire. The nrst organized political 

movement to adopt the principles of social justice was the Socialist International. As 1 

discussed in chapter two, the First and Second intematiods believed that protection of 

worken needed to take place on an international level because of the dismaying 

conditions of Life and labour for most workers in industrialized countries. It is not 

surprishg that the Sociaiist hternationals were the fïrst movements to adopt the 

principles of social justice, as they were highIy idealistic movements in other ways. 

It was in the 1870's that social justice became a more mainstream Liberal idea It 

is not a coincidence that iiberalism was making a transition. in the late 19th century and 



early 20th century liberalism undement a transformation. Und the late 19th century 

Iiberaiism embodied a separation of politics and economics, a minimal role for the state 

in the economy and protection of private property constitutionally.27 The economy was 

self-regulating and govemment reguiation of the emnomy was viewed as unnecessary. 

However, the economic crises of the 1870's and 1880's convinced many liberai theorists 

that some regdation of the economy was necessary to provide humane conditions for ail 

individuais in society. Liberaiism transformed in the late 19th century to embody the 

p~c ip l e s  of social justice as an attempt to resolve the difnculties inberent w i t b  the 

laissez-faire liberalism of earlier decades. Liiberalism of the 20th century did not discard 

al1 of the early tenets but recogoized that there was an intrinsic iink between politics and 

economics as the earlier form of liberal economic philosophy brought years of poverty 

and unemployment to large segments of civil society. 

This 'ne& liberalism embraced social reform and economic welfare, which 

became as important as poiitical and civil rÎghts.28 World War 1 did not mate a crisis for 

liberalism. Rather the cnsis for liberalism occurred in the mid-19th century. However, 

World War 1 "swept away" the old structures and existing systems, so that social justice 

and the transformed liberalism of the 20th century was the guide upon which the 

economic and politicai structure of pst-World War I society was remoulded. The post- 

World War I world was established using liberal internatiolialism as its foudation. 

Liberal intemationalimi incorporates the refomed liberal economic theory of the 

20th century, which inchdes social justice within its prinfiples. However, liberal 

intemationalists believe that international governance " c m  create widespread and long- 

27 Long p.3 15 
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lasting prosperity."" Furthmore, Liberal intemationalists also contend that the larger 

European markets of the 1890's and throughout the entire capitalist world aAer World 

War 1 were, coupled with the newly implemented system of global govemance, 

respoosible for the unprecedented economic growth witnessed in the pst-World War 1 

years? In essence, iibed intemationalism views internationai govemmental 

organizations (IGO's) as the key to the foundation and maintenance of global peace and 

prosperity . 

A clear example of the transformation of social justice to the liberal mainstream in 

the late 19th century occurred in Brîtalli. Britain was the first country where social 

justice took hold at the nationai level. Wïam Gladstone, leader of the Liberai Party, 

became prime minister in 1868 and bis approach to politics was grounded in moralism. 

Gladstone felt that "Britain should always act as a moral force for good in the World."31 

Yet, Gladstone was committed to the existing economic system and, despite the 

difficulties that Britain was experiencing at the t h e ,  did not want to drastically change 

the liberal economic system. One of the impressive changes that Gladstone implemented 

was to legalize trade unionism in Britalli? Gladstone's approach to poiitics was 

criticized by many in the upper classes, but it was the £kt step towards the incorporation 

of social justice within a mainstream political movement. Gladstone's moralistic and 

rational approach to politics and foreign policy was one of the inspirations for Woodrow 

Wiison's Fourteen Points .33 Perhaps it is not surprishg that Gladstone was able to 
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incorporate some of the principles of sucial justice in the eady 1 87Q1s, as the Victonan era 

was characterized by an intense interest in morality and reason, which is not discomected 

fkom social justice. 

Another sign in the late 19th century that social justice had crossed over into the 

rnainstrearn was the case of Gennany. Between 1883 and 1891, the Geman govemment 

adopted the first social legislation in Europe, including laws on health innuance, work- 

related accidents and pemions.34 While Bismarck's motives were more focused on 

neutraiking the threat of socialism, he also integrated the principles of social justice into 

the national fabric of a growhg industrial power. Bismarck instituted this unpdeled  

and historic social insurance system, which included protection against unemployment, 

accidents and messes as well as disability, in order for the Gennan state to protect 

workers agaiast personal misfortune. In return Bismarck expected that workers and 

employers would amicably solve their problems, such as those related to hours of work 

and worker orgau.kation.3s 

These two examples from the two most powerful nations of the late 19th century 

illustrate the fact that social justice was beginning to be accepted and incorporated into 

the political mainstream. However, the transformation of social justice was slow and 

piecerneal. Industrial democracies were generally committed to the concept of non- 

intervention by the state into the iives of individuals and a hands-off policy towards the 

economy. 

34 Victor-Yves Ghebali. "From philanthropy to foundation: The mots of the iL.0," World of Work: The 
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The expression of social justice at an intemationai level was initialiy considered 

in March 1890 at the Berlin conference36 This conference was convened by Bismarck, 

on the instruction of Kaiser W'ielm II ami included representatives of the French, 

British, Bel* and Swiss govemments. The aim of the coderence was to "bring about 

an internationai agreement on the possibiüty of gïving satisfaction to the neds  and 

desires of the workers which had fouad expression in stnkes and in other forms of 

unreststN37 It was the tkst international attempt at any sort of internationai regdation of 

labour conditions or any of the p~c ip le s  of social justice. The Berlin conference of 

March 1890 was the first t h e  that govemments considered the impact of social 

consepuences since the Indusüîal Revolution commenced. The drawback was that the 

govemments present at the conference did not make the decisions reached at the Berlin 

conference binding and simply expressed wishes and suggested internationai standards.38 

Thus, there were no practical results of this conference other than pious in tedg  

Although the conference in Berlin yielded no concrete results, it set in motion the 

creation of the precursor organization to the &O, the International Association for Labour 

Legislation. 

The Intemationai Association for Labour Legislation was a sigxufîcant step in the 

transformation of social justice to the political mainstream, as the organization was 

However, the Swiss govemment of Emil Frey had pmposed in 1880 holding a conference of Ewopean 
countries on the adoption of a treaty relating to factory legislatioa. (international Labour Organization 
p.32) 
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predicated upoa the principles of social justice. Furthemore, it was a concrete 

achievement of international cooperation in the field of social coacems even though its 

decisions carried no real force. While social justice was not recognized by all the 

industriai powers as part of mainstteam liberal ideology, the domestic governrnent 

support for the International Association for Labour Legislation, in the form of monetary 

support and representatives, demonstrated a recognition of the necessity for attention to 

the concept of social justice. 

Social justice had become the goveming force in one of the world's largest 

multinatioaai corporations by the early years of the 20th century. Lever Brothers and 

Unilever Limited40, with subsidiaries worldwide, was the largest corporation outside the 

US. and one of the halfdozen largest corporations in the world As a result of Unilever's 

wide base of operations it encountered most af the social and politicai problems which 

plagued the worid. From the tune he became an employer the fkst Chairman of Unilever, 

William Hesketh Lever, had pondered the problems of labour, management and capital. 

The conclusion he came to was that "Adam Smith is largely responsible for the 

antagonism of Labour toward Capital through his statement that Labour is the source of 

all weal th... Labour itseif can never produce wealth-.. but if labour is weli directed, if the 

fajr of good management appears on the scene... Labour can and does produce weaith 

beyond the dreams of avarice."41 Nthough Lever himself never termed his actions 

towards his worker anything in phcular, they clearly demonstrate the cornmitment that 

Unilever had to the concept of social justice. An illustration of Unilever's unique 

approach toward labour was that in Britain years before the outbreak of World War 1, 

40 From this point forward Lever Brothers and Unilever Ltd. wilI simply be refemd to as Unilever, the 
generally accepted short form of the company's official name- Lever Brothers and Unilever Ltd. Ourselves 
as others see tes, (London: Lever Brothers and Unilever Ltd., 1948), p.6 

41 Lever Brothers and Unilever Ltd. p. 12 



Unilever was supportive of the eight-hour working day implementing it in their faciiities. 

Unilever also trïed u n s u c c e s ~ y  to implement a six-hour working day-42 Lever also 

built a mode1 village at Port Sunlight for his empioyees in 1890 which included beautifid 

brick houses, a library, a church, a recteation hall and an art gailery.43 Unilever was 

concerned about the conditions of work and We of their labourers and made every 

attempt possible to improve the conditions before any other Company in the world had 

considered the idea Lever went so far to be equitable with bis employees that he s h e d  

some of the considerable compaay dividends with qualified employees, who became 

hown  as 'copartners'? Lever, himself, was somewhat like a Robert Owen but on a far 

Iarger scale. The intentions of Unilever clearly had a strong moral justification and show 

Lever's personal cornmitment to social justice. 

The international Associatioa for Labour Legislation had some minor success 

prior to the outbreak of World War 1 in having intemationai labour conventions 

adopted.5 However, the outbreak of war in 1914 radicdy altered the existing 

international system. As the war progressed and continued far longer than anyone 

expected, many began to fear another war, an economic war, or the revolt of labour. 

Social justice becarne linked with the cause of peace. In addition, the Russian 

Revolutions of 19 17, particularly the Bolshevik revolution of October 19 17, made many 

industrialists and govemments aware that action needed to be taken to thwart any labour 
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unrea For example, John D. Rockerfeiler, Ir. stated his belief in the need to adhere to 

the "Golden Rule" where labour conditions were involved. According to Rockerfielier, 

the soundest industrial policy is that which has constantly in mind the 
welfare of the employees as weii as the mekiag of profit, and which, when 
human considerations demand it, subordinates profits to weIfate. It is 
therefore the duty of everyone intnisted with industrial leadership to do 
aii  in his power to improve the conditions under which men work and/ 
live .... In the iight of the present, every thoughtfirl man must concede that 
the purpose of industry is quite as much the advancement of social weU- 
king as the accumulation of wealth.46 

As one of the most powemil industrïalists in the U.S. during World War 1, RockerfeUer's 

beiief carried tremendous weight aad demonstrates the shift in ideas, whereby social 

justice was becoming increasingly influentid within the maiostieam of political and 

inteliectual thought Social justice became a more mainStream idea duting WorId War 1 

which culminated in the ILO's creation within the Treaty of Versailles. 

Social justice had been accepted as a mainStream principle in Merent 

industrialized couutries at different times. It was somewhat related to how industtidized 

a country had becorne. But it was also related to the political culture of each individual 

country. Social justice did not really become a recognized principle of mainstream liberal 

thought which the industrialized nations were committed to until World War 1. The First 

World War was a cataclysmic event which broke apart the optimism of the prewar laissez 

faire system. "There was a growing recognition of the need for some form of 

internatiod regdation to maintain a liberal trading order."47 The liberal trading order 

could not be maintained as it had existed and thus govements began seriously to 

examine idealist principles which had not been considered prior to the outbreak of World 

46 "Golden Rule His Remedy." Nav York Tirnes, Apnl4, 19 18, p.6 
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War 1. It was after the cataclysm of World War I that the principle of the balance of 

power, as instituted in the Congress of Vienna of 18 15, was questioned. "Only after such 

a total breakdown was the intemationai situation suûiciently G d  to induce leaders and 

supporthg publics of dominant nations to join seriously in the task of reorgaoizing 

international society to avoid a tepetition of the terrible events just e~perienced."~~ 

Liberai intemationalism was a direct response to the cataclysm of the First World War 

and its core hypotheses were embedded in the institutions created in the aftermath of the 

War. 

As 1 have already noted World War 1 was a cnsis for liberai intemationalism. 

"The s i m m e ~ g  conûicts of inter-imperiai nvalry that dated fiom the creation of the 

German empire in 1871 came to a head in 19 14 and precipitated a cataclysm the like of 

which few had e~pected."~g Many individuais, in particular liberais, were surprised by 

the outbreak of war in 1914 as well as its ferocity. They had believed that the 

conciliatory nature of civilued society had made war between advanced Western 

societies unlikely and that wars would tend to be more Limited.50 The First World War 

shattered the pre-existiag beliefs about peace and intemationalism at a time when 

discontent with laissez-faire iiberaiism was increaskg. Therefore, it is no surprise that 

the principles of social justice gained prominence and became part of the reformed iiberal 

agenda at the conclusion of the War. 
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The most ardent proponent of the liberal internationalist appteach to international 

relations during and after World War I was U.S. president Woodrow Wilson. Wilson, 

WEe the organized labour movements, was swayed by idealism and was also fke fiom 

commitments and obligations to European diplomacy.5' Therefore, Wilson was able to 

offer an "ideal" program for the pst-war peace that he expressed in his Fourteen Points 

and had nothing to gain nom an imperialistic peace. The pst-war world had been 

innevocably changed by the 1917 Bolshevik revolution in Russia which served to remind 

world statesmen that the conclusion of World War 1 required new and different solutions 

to achieve peace and prosperïty. Wilson afhcdated a broad, idealistic platfonn for world 

peace shortiy &et the U.S. entered the war. On Janury 8, 19 18, Wilson stated 

America's reasoos for entering the war: 

What we demand in this war, therefore, is nothing peculiar to ourselves. It is that 
the world be made fit and safie to iive in; and particularly that it be made safe for 
every peace-loving nation which, like our own, wishes to live its own life, 
determine its own institutions, be assured of justice and fair dealings by the other 
peoples of the world, as against force and selfish aggression. Ail of the peoples of 
the world are in effect partners in this interest and for our own part we see very 
clearly that unless justice be dow to others it will not be done to us.= 

Wison did not want to go to war but did so to ensure peace and justice were properly 

restored to the entk world. Moreover, Wilson had a specific and idealistic peace in 

mind which encompassed the principles of social justice. 

Wilson's program for world peace &er the war was predicated upon the Fourteen 

Points. The key points which Wilson stated were the fimt and fourteenth that caüed for 

Austin van der Slice. International Labor, Dipiomucy and Peace, 191 4-1 9 19. (Philadelphia: University 
of Pennsylvania , 194 I), p.2 
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open diplomacy and the establishment of international organhtions to keep the peace." 

Wilson's program was a highly ideaiistic one which was built on the tenets of liberal 

internatioIliilism and social jusfice. Wüsonls peace program was highly popular and 

enjoyed substantiai public support both in the U.S. and abmaci." Furthemore, Germany 

had consented to the Armistice based on the Fourteen Points and al1 the AUied Powers 

had accepted the Fourteen Points as the foundation of the eventual Peace Talks.55 

Wilson's program was closely paralleled by the organized labour movement's 

program for the pst-World War 1 peace.56 It seemed to both Labour and Socialist 

movements that M y  a world çtatesman would work in the interest of humanity during 

the Peace negotiations. Soon after the Armistice, The proclaimed that 

"there is no fear now that the P.S.]  Congress which ends this war will, as its 

predecessors have done, ignore both the root causes of war and the fùndamental 

aspirations of men, both as buman beings and as members of nations, and barter and 

bargain with an eye solely on dynastic interests, imperiaüstic ambitions, and unstable 

balances of power. The Lesson has been leamt."57 

Even though the populace of various countries welcomed Wilson's program for 

peace, in England and in France both Lloyd George and Clemenceau had run victorious 

electoral campai- on placforms contrary to Wilsonian liberalism> Yet, Lloyd George 
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was sensitive to the public pressure for social refom His govenunent was forced to cope 

with massive i n d d a l  uxuest both during the naaI phases of the War and after the 

Armistice.% Despite contrary views, Wilsoniau L i  and ideaiism in general 

became the dominant paradigm in the pst-World War 1 era. Wdson had a nmi and 

unshakable belief in the power of reason. On his way to Paris Wdson stated, "Udess the 

Conference is prepared to foliow the opinions of rnankbd, and to express the WU of the 

people rather than that of the leaders of the Confeience, we should be involved in another 

break-up of the world."" Wilson's idealism was closely tied to the belief that public 

opinion would prevail and it was the voice of reas~n-~l Wilson aimed to ùiternationaiiy 

guarantee morality and economic b d o m  w i t b  the fiamework set out in the Fourteen 

Points. The other powerful world statesmen concurred with Wilson becaw of fear and 

public pressure. 

Wilson did not directly address the issue of labour unrest and industrial peace in 

the Fourteen Points. However, there was a natural paralle1 between Wilson's ideas and 

the program of the organized labour movements. By the openhg of the Paris Peace Talks 

in early 1919, most industnaiized countries had become persuaded that the idea of an 

international organization to regulate labour was necessary- As 1 have described earlier in 

this study, the three Great Powers, the U.S., Britain and France, were preoccupied with 

the dangerous post-war situation in which revolutionary fervot was widespread. For 

example, Lloyd George supported the move to incorporate a permanent international 

labour machinery within the Peace Treaty because of both a fear of and desire to contain 
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civil and industrial unrest as weîi as growing public desire for a peaceful settlement of 

labour troubles.62 The decision to give labour matters a prominent place within the Peace 

Treaty was a reflection of tbis pieoccupation, and the Peace Confefence accepted the 

proposais of the Labour Commission without much conceni for the generalizations of the 

Preamble or for the details of the pmposed organbtionb3 Specincdy, the mandate 

given to the Labour CommLssion was "to in- into the conditions of employment from 

the international aspect and to consider the international means necessary to secure 

common action on matters affecthg conditions of employment and to recommend the 

form of a permanent agency to c o n t h  such inquiry and consideration with and under 

the direction of the League of Nati~ns."~ 

Part of the reason that the Labour Commission was formed at the Paris Peace 

Taiks stemmed nom the W g e  of the principles of social justice to the cause of peace. 

Since idealism was the dominant inteiiectual paradigm, it is not surprising that there was 

tremendous concern over the potentid for civü unrest after World War 1. Consequently, 

many beiieved that "injustice in the social field endangered peace in the world and that, 

therefore, action against such injustice serves the cause of peace? Therefore, many felt 

that without some recognition of social justice the objectives set out by Wilson's Fourteen 

Points of world peace were not attainable. The Preamble of the Constitution of the 

International Labour Organbtion within the Treaty of Versailles of 1919 contained 

several references to the attainment of peace and its relationship to social justice. There 
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Social justice was a major force behind the creation of the IL0 and remains one of 

the major objectives of the ILO. When the IL0 was created, social justice was 

considered by Albert Thomas, the fh t  Director-Gened of the ILO, as meaning "much 

more than the removal of social injustice. It meant a possible policy through which the 

individuai might attain his political, economic and moral rights."71 However, the 

meaning of socid justice is far broder today. Social justice is not a static concept and its 

m e d g  is coostantly evolvhg. "The notion of social justice [has] developed to mean, at 

the internationai level, that the world community is not responsible ody for the 

maintenance of peace and good relations between states, but also for an active 

contribution to the welfare of mankind."* Therefore, one of the founding ideas of the 

EL0 stiiI remains important today and the concern for the humane treatment of workers' is 

s t U  significant. 

In the introductory chapter of &us and Foreiglr Polieyr B e I i e ~ t f t g t t ~  
. - 

cal Ch- Judith Goldstein and Robert O. Keohane argue thaf "Ideas help to 

order the world. By ordering world, ideas may shape agendas, which cm profoundly 

shape outcomes."n Similarly, social justice shaped the agendas and outcornes of the 

pst-World War 1 world. Even though, social justice began to gain acceptance in 

mainstream liberal poiiticd ideology in the late 19th century, it took the cataclysm of 

World War 1 to bring about consensus on the necessity of the institutionalization of the 

idea of social justice. Social justice was an extcemely important idea which was 

embedded in the d e s  and noms of the postworld War 1 institutions. Social justice 

intluenced the very design of the IL0 and this is reflective of the power that ideas can 

71 Edward Phelan. Yes and Albert Thomas 2nd ed. (New York: CoIumbia University Press, 1949), p.242 
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have. Furthemore, Goldstein and Keohane in their close exploration of how ideas help 

to elucidate political outcomes also suggest that, "Ideas that become institutionaiized play 

a role in generaluing des  and linking issue areas."" Social justice as an idea became 

infiuentiai in formation of the ILO's structure, but bas remained important in generating 

conventions since the ILû's inception. Clearly, social justice had an impact on the 

political outcomes of the post-World War 1 world, but it took the shock to the 

international political system of World War I to change the long-standing beiiefs of 

leaders and the public. Finally, social justice was not only a principled belieps but also 

a causal belieF6, as the achievement of universal peace was directiy linked to the 

achievement and institutionaiization of social justice. Social justice became an important 

idea because World War 1 was an exogenous shock to the international systern which 

evennially undermined the existing order and brought about a radical theoretical 

paradigm shüt which promoted Liberal intemationaiism. An underlying change in 

conditions of the world ailowed for the transformation and rise of influence of social 

justice as a goveming idea 

One cannot solely attribute the LO's creation to the acceptance of social justice 

by the maiostream of society as weil as by the politicai and intellechial elites. Chapter 

Two focused on the important role that the organized labour movement had in the ILO's 

establishment. It is the Linkage of both the rise of the organized labour movement and the 

acceptance of social justice as a guiding idea that was ~damental ly  responsible. How 

75 Keohane and Goldstein defvie a principled ùelief as consining of nonnative ideas that specify the 
criteria for distinguishing right h m  wmng and just from unjust. (Keohane p.9) 
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weR the organized labour movement and the idea of social justice associated in the 

suc ces^ creation of the ILO? 

Essentidy, the nsing influence of the organized labour movement can be mdited 

with championing the idea of social justice among both the political statesmen of AUied 

Europe and the gened populace. As 1 have already show social justice as a principle 

exkîed long before the IL0 and certainiy was becoming more accepted while the ILOts 

precwsor, the International Association for Labour Legislation, existed. But no attempt 

to a establish a fornial international organimtion or regirne based on social justice was 

successful untii it had a powerfbi advocate withui society. Labour, albeit unknowingly, 

was the champion of social justice. The ideas which the organïzed labour movement 

expounded were those of social justice, even though Labour did not term their conference 

proposals as social justice. It was the innwnce that the labour movement gained during 

World War 1 which allowed the concept of social justice to gain publicity in the form of 

the coaference proposals which paraiieled Woodrow Wilson's Fourteen Points. 

Therefore, both the influence of the organized labour movement and the acceptance of 

social justice as a goveming principle were complernentary faftors in the creation of the 

LO. 

Social justice was nothing more tban an idea, but the preceding discussion shows 

the weight that an idea can have if it is accepted by political statesmen, the intellectual 

elite and the general public. The acceptance of social justice as an idea was a necessary 

condition to the successful creation of the IL0 in 1919. However, the acceptance of 

social justice aione is insufncient to explain why the IL0 was established. As 1 noted in 

the conclusion to chapter two, the influence of the organized labour movement during 

World War 1 was the other necessary ingredient. Social justice as an idea was a 

complernentary factor to the role of the labour movement. It is clear that these two 

factors were both necessary and sufficient in the establishment of the [LO. Neither social 



justice, nor the orgaaized labour movement on their own could be responsible for the 

ILO's creation. 



The International Labour ûrganization is one of the oldest international 

organhtions in existence. W e  it was created as an autonomous institution, associated 

with, but sepamte h m ,  the League of Nations, the IL0 has d v e d  another world war, 

the establishment of the United Nations, the Cold War and the so-cded "new" world 

order of the Gulf War. 11 is the ody institution originating fiom the League of Nations 

structure which was incorporated into the United Nations fhmework after World War II. 

The examination in this papa has fwused on why the IL0 was created in 1919 

and what the most infiuential factors were in the establishment of the ILO. ALthough the 

IL0 has k e n  studied fiom many different viewpoints, most commentators have 

accounted for the ILO's creation using a single explanation. However, the analyses of 

these commentators is of Limited utility as no single explanation c m  M y  account for the 

LO's establishment in 1919. Furthemore, the history leading up to the foundation of the 

IL0 strongiy niggests that there were multiple forces influenchg its creation. 

This study has examined the two paramount factors in the establishment of the 

IL0 in 1919; the growth in power and importance of organized labour movements during 

World War 1, and the pst-war consensus on Liberal intemationalism which embodied the 

principles of social justice. As 1 have discussed, the idea of international labour laws had 

been suggested almost a decade before the IL0 was created The ntst attempt to create 

an international organhtion which was dedicated to the promotion of international 

labour standards in 1900 lacked practicai results. The International Association for 

Labour Legislation, which was the precursor and mode1 for the ILO, ultimately failed as, 

although the govemments of continental Europe had participated in international 



conferences, the govemments involved were not ùound by the Association to implement 

the obligations to which they had agreed d e r  the governmental coaferences concluded. 

Thus the Association was essentially voluntary with no effective enforcement 

mechanisms whatsoever. Further, the International Association for Labour Legislation 

did not have a permanent organïzation to continue formal research and education and put 

pressure on national governments between conferences.1 ui addition, neither the 

domestic trade unions, nor any transnational labour movements were active participants 

in the International Association for Labour Legislation. The Association's voluntary 

nature, which had no cornpliance mechaaisms, coupled with its varied, but relatively 

unrepresentative structure, haunted the Association hughou t  its existence and 

contributed to its demise during World War 1. 

Conditions were present when the IL0 was created which had not existed pnor to 

World Was 1. Organized labour movements at the national level became more powerful 

during World War 1, principdy because of the shortages of workers created by increased 

requirements for industrial output and the necessity for manpower to be coascripted for 

service in the armed forces. Furthemore, during the war workers began to voice their 

long-standing demands for impmved working and living conditions. Since the war effort 

depleted the domestic labour forces of productive workers, the dependence of employers 

and governments on the existing, highly unionized labour pool forced them to consider 

the demands of workers seriously or risk the shut-dom of war industries by m e s .  The 

organized labour groups also gathered at domestic and intemationai labour conferences to 

discuss the eventual peace and the role of labour or its representatives within those 

negotiations. The international labour coaferences held during the war gamered ample 

media coverage which the labour movements used to put pressure on theu respective 

l George N. Barnes. Hatory of the International iabour Oflce, (London: Williams and Norgate Ltd., 
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governments. F W y ,  the size of organized labour movements grew bremendously during 

the nrst World War. A significant percentage of the domestic populace were reptesented 

by the more iduentiai trade unions. Both politidy and practicaliy, in most 

indUstnalized countries they could not be ignoreci by govemments. The power of labour 

caanot be understated in the cteation of the ILO, although labout did not occupy an 

officiet place at the Paris Peace T a k .  The labour clauses of the Treaty of V e d e s  are 

evidence of the influence that the organïzed labour movement had gaiised. The 

international conferences held by labour groups during World War 1 were where the 

eventual program for the IL0 was developed. However, the organhtion of the labour 

movement and its nse to power were not entirely responsible for the establishment of the 

IL0 at the conclusion of World War 1. 

The evolution of reformed Liberaiisrn was also an essential ingredient in the 

creation of the lLO. This evolution allowed the idea of social justice to permeate the 

political mainstceam and gain public acceptance. Idealism and more specifically the 

principles of social justice were adopted by governments, both domesticaiiy and 

intematiolliiuy, during and after World War 1. The transformation of social justice to a 

mainstream idea coincided with a crins of liberalism generated by rampant 

unemployment and poverty in industriaiized countries. Liberal internationalism, meaning 

participation in international govemmentai institutions to ensure peace and prosperity as 

well as adherence to reform liberal philosophy, was adopted by many states after World 

War 1 because of the problerns iaherent within strict adherence to laissez-faue. Thus 

social justice gained prominence internationaliy. 

Reforming the old liberal economic system using the principles of social justice 

was viewed as preferable to the potential collapse of the entire economic system since, it 

was believed, the needs of the socially disadvantaged would be addressed and a 



revolutionary situation would be l e s  Iikely to occur. Furthemore, many statesmea 

politiciam and academics viewed the principles of social justice as a way of avoiding 

industrial and civil unrest which had characterized the years preceding and months 

succeeding World War 1. The transformation of social justice to an accepteci and 

mainstream concept coupled with the evolutioa of liberal economic theory was an 

important condition in the creation of the ILO. It set the very bais of the ILO's 

organhtionai structure and philosophy. Moreover, the acceptance of social justice was 

intimately W e d  to the war-time peace programs of both organizecl labour and Woodrow 

Wilson. These parailel peace programs were replete with idedistic policies that 

incorporated social justice. The cmperation of organized labour movements in industrial 

countries in addition to the acceptance of social justice as a goveming idea in the new 

world consensus were equaiiy inûuential in the establishment of the IL0 in 1919. 

The ILO's creation cannot be attributed solely to either the rise of the organized 

labour movement or the acceptance of social justice as a governing idea. Each of these 

two factors complemented the other. Together the rise in importance of the orgmked 

labour movement and the acceptance of social justice within the mainstteam of society 

were necessary in order foi the IL0 to be successfully estabiished. The two factors are 

intrinsicaiiy linked. The influence of the organized labour movement was used to 

advocate the necessity of and labour's desire for the institutionalization of social justice 

within some sort of organhtion created within the peace treaty. Even though labour did 

not identify its proposais as dram h m  the concept of social justice, it is evident that the 

idea they wanted internationally institutiodhd was that of social justice. 

Consequently, the rïse of organized labour movements and the acceptmce of social 

justice were complementary factors in the ILO's successfûi creation. 



There were several signincant social consequences of World War 1. One of those 

was the creation of the CLO. However, the two other social consepuences of the War 

were that the importance of organized labour was recognized and the contribution and 

role of women during Wor1d War 1 was also recogaized. It is interesthg that two of the 

most influentid and powerful groups of the 20th century both achieved recognition of 

theu roles in society during and &er World War 1. Even though labour had the nght to 

organize in most inddalized nations prior to the first World War, it grew in size, 

stature and importance during World War 1. Labour and women both became more 

important during the war as a consequence of their respective contributions to the war 

effort on the homehnt, especially in the munitions industry. Without these contributions 

World War 1 rnight well have had a different ending. Another sirnilarity between both 

labour and women was that each became a new political class which stretched beyond 

national boundaries. This intemationaikation of issues that had previously viewed as 

purely domestic was a new phenomenon fachg the world's statesrnen in the aftermath of 

an event which altered the international system profoundly. Women received the right to 

vote in most of the industrialized states between 191 7 and 192 1 while, roughly in or 

about the same period, labour won recognition of the injustices in the conditions in which 

workers lived and worked The International Labour Organization stands as a monument 

to the powerful, if indirect, influence of organized labour movements in their active 

campaign to shape the political peace senlement? The social consequences of World 

War 1 were unprecedented. 

In his Presidential address to the International Studies Association on kiarch 27, 

1993 Charles W. Kegley Jr. noted the close telationship between ideas and global change: 

"Ideas have ofien had less impact on global change than global change has had on 

Austin van der Slice. International Labor. DipIomucy and Peace, 1914- 19 19. (Philadelphia: University 
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perceptions of the relevance and validity of ideas."' The Paris Peace Confance signaled 

a change in people's perception of the importance of certain ideas, particuiarIy ideas 

relating to universai peace and humanitariau concems. A shock to the international 

system like that experienced during the nrSt Wodd War changes society profoundly and 

it is not surprising that the dominant inteiiectual paradigm prix to the war broke down. 

The= was a theoretical revolution after World War 1. The old balance of power system 

which had existed since the Concert of Vienna in 18 15 was destroyed by the war. No one 

wanted to repeat the h o d c  events of 19 14 to 19 18, and this desire convinced people and 

groups that a change and reorgankation of the international system was necessary. W e  

the idea of social justice is not completely incompatiile with a balance of power system, 

the focus in a balance of power system tends towards reaiist power considemtions. 

The creation of the IL0 was influenced by the times in which it was fouoded, 

which explains the heavy emphasis on social justice. Thew is abundant evidence to 

suggest that theoretical reonentatioos which help to transform international circumstances 

tend to occur during and after cataclysmic events or international crises? World War I 

was no exception. The labour movement, and the dominant statesmen such as Woodrow 

Wilson led the movement to revive idealism in international relations. These examples 

seem to suggest that seismic shifts in world politics are a necessary pre-condition to the 

chauges to the perception of ideas which cirive the reorganbtion of the international 

system and to regime formation. The formation of the iLO was best achieved aiter the 

Charles W. Kegley. "fhe Neoidealist Moment in international Studies? Realist Myths and the New 
International Realities." Intentcltiomi Studies Quurterfy, (voI.3 7, no. 2, 1993), p. 132 
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cataclysm of World War 1 wiped away the pre-existkg domestic and international 

structures. 

Useful p d d s  can be drawn behveen the events that foliowed WorId War 1 and 

the present &y. The international system has been rocked by a seismic shift in worid 

politics since the end of the Cold War in 1989. The collapse of the Soviet Union was a 

turbulent event. It was unlike a conventiolliil war, but it has had a similar redt  to the 

end of the first World War. It has brought about a reevaiuation of the neo-realist 

theoretical paradigm which govemed international relations since the end of the second 

World War. It may be possible that the international system is open to accept the idea of 

international cooperation and change dong the lines of Woodrow Wilson's Fourteen 

Points.5 Unlike the international system in 1919, the world of 1996 is highly 

interdependent economically and politicdy. Perhaps the the  is ripe to translate the 

experience of cooperation found in the IL0 to other international social and economic 

issues, such as the environment, development and feminism. 

A justification for creating the IL0 in 1919 was an argument of economic 

cornpetition. The older industrial nations, Lice Britain and France, no longer had the lock 

on the wodd markets that once had been theirs.6 Nations such as Britain, which was on 

the decüne ecouomicaily, needed to juste the internationalization of the labour laws and 

standards. The justification was that it had become a necessity to safeguard the high 

living standards enjoyed by the advanced industrialized nations. Corntries, like China 

and Japan, which had formerly supplied raw materials to the advanced industrialized 

nations, had engaged in building up their own industries. These industries were 

This idea that the international system is open to change along the lina of "neoidealism" has k e n  written 
about by both Charles W. Kegley Jr. and David Long. 



competing with the older industrial nations by using extremely cheap labour md 

materials employed mder ofien deplorable conditions, thereby undercutting the prices 

charged by the older economies. In respoase, the older industriai nations had begun to 

erect t a S  barriers against others, particuiariy Britain.7 The advanced industnaüzed 

nations wanted to "level the playhg field" with the conclusion of international treaties on 

labour standards. 

In 1996, this same issue and argument have relevance. It is no longer Britain and 

Europe who are the dominant protagonists. The United States is cornplainhg about the 

labour standards and cornpetitive practices of the newly industriaked countries such as 

Japan, Mexico and the nations of South America and the Pacifïc Rim. In 1996, there is 

still a need for international labour standards and thus, the IL0 is still aeeded to address 

the problems which exist in l e s  developed countries. Conditions could be ripe for 

change as states seem to be more interested in using international cooperation to solve 

their problems, much like the period of liberal intemationalism d e r  World War 1. 

There are lessons to be leamed fiom the establishment of the IL0 for those 

interested in creating similar international regimes today. It appears that at least two 

factors are necessary conditions in the formation of new regimes. First, the existence of 

an underlying idea seems to help in the ccretion of a regime. The acceptance of a new 

underlying idea may arise nom a transition or evolution of the dominant ideologicai 

paradigm. Second, if a new regime is king fonned on a social or economic issue it 

seems that inclusion of the views and aspirations of all relevant groups, including 

political dites and social movements, who have power within society is prudent. 



This study has shown that in the creation of the IL0 the most infiuential forces 

were the rising power of organked labour movements during World War 1 and their 

efforts to ensure that the worlds' statesmen addressed their concerns at the Paris Peace 

Tallcs, and a paradigm shift to idealism which embraced the piinciples of social justice 

upon which the IL0 was conceived and formed. These factors were the important causal 

factors, but as 1 noted at the outset of this study, both factors can be explained by World 

War 1. World War 1 transformed the international system in such a way as to foster 

regime formation. The cataclysm actually helped to usher in new perceptions of the ideas 

around which the intemational system was reorgaaized. These new perceptions were 

embedded in the institutions that were founded, Like the ILO. 

The study of international govemance has been primarily interested in interstate 

relations. However, it is important to assess the potential impact on the intemational 

arena of other actors who have traditionaily been relegated to the margias of the 

international relations discipiine. The current interest in the role of social movements in 

international relations is forcing the traditiondy statist approach to recognk the 

sigaificance of social movements as an influentid dimension of global politics. This 

examination of the IL0 is more than an interesting historical case study. Since this study 

has exarnined the conditions necessary to mate an international regime or organization 

with particular attention to an intemationai social issue, it provides valuable lessons for 

the transnational social movements of today. 

The experience of the organized labour movement in 1919 is instructive for 

transnational social movements in 1996. "Men and women organized and acted 

politically across national, ethnic and religious boundaries by virtue of their ailegiance to 



the international working class."* While the transnational social movements of today are 

not necessarily class-baseci, they draw strength nom divergent gtoups in society. As this 

shidy has attempted to demonstrate social movements can be both a source of new ideas 

in addition to a champion of those ideas. This is where there is utiiity in exploring the 

histoncal case study, in order to see the relationship between the politics of the 

international working class and, for example, the politics of gender or the environment in 

1996. 

The international political environment of 1996 has some similarities to the 

conditions of 1919. The role of international organizations, particularly the CM., in the 

preservation of peace has rehimed to a position of prominence. The U.N. sponsored 

missions to Bosnia, Somalia and Kuwait have demonstrated a renewed cornmitment to 

collective security which mirror the League of Nations aims of 1919. Further, there has 

been a reinvigoration of concem over human rights. Despite these similarities to 1919, 

the conditions which existed in 1919 do not appear to exist today. The transnational 

social movements of 1996, such as environmental, feminist, and peace movements stiil 

espouse new ideas and continue to champion the idea of social justice for their specinc 

issue area. However, the world community and, in particdar, powemil political 

statesmen do not seem to be wedded to the concept of social justice or to reforming the 

existing system. There seems to be limited political wiU amongst political elites to 

institute and estabtish new foms of international govemance and regdation. Further, the 

transnational social movements of 1996 have neither the influence of the organized 

labour movement during World War 1, nor the public support of a large segment of their 

domestic populace to try to infiuence the political elites. Therefore, it appears there is a 

lack of political will, or at the les t  a preoccupation with other issues, such as economic 

* Alejandro Cola. "Putting CosmopoIitanism into Practice: the Case of Socialist Intemtionalism," 
Millennium: Journal of International Studies (vo1.23, no.3, 1 9941, p.583 



and trade policies, on the part of political eiites. Consequently the apparent lack of the 

appropriate conditions cumntiy suggests that the possibilities for establishhg new f o m  

of internatio~litl regdation of specinc social issues are iîrnited. 

There is a strong relationsbip between ideas and movements. The movements 

support and foster new ideas. But movements must have SuffiCient support fiom the 

public to influence the political etite. Ideas canwt be tnuislated into action, no matter 

how weil intentioned, unless the= is the political will to do su. The conditions which 

existed in 1919 do not seem to exist to the same extent in 1996 and thus the potentid for 

the transnational social movements of today to introduce new fomis of international 

regdation are ümited. 

The International Labour Organhtion has been in existence nearly 80 years and 

has survived in spite of a range of shifts in the dominant ideological paradigm that have 

occurred. It bas proved that it can endure. The IL0 has dso proved that it can change its 

focus to meet new challenges and adapt to contemporary needs. Currently, there are 17 1 

IL0 member states. This shows that there is tremendous acceptance globaliy for the 

values and goals at the heart of the IL0 or, at least, that nations must be involved in the 

evolution of those values and goals. The IL0 membership is even more impressive if one 

considers that there are approxirately 185 United Nations members. Thetefore, it could 

be said that the values that the IL0 embodies are almost universally recognized in today's 

intemationai system. International regimes, like the LO, are created to solve problems 

within the international community and strive to "estabüsh mutuaily beneficial 

arnuigernent~."~ The iLO has been successN in its mandate and as a result it should 

serve as a mode1 of the needed conditions for regime formation. 

Robert O. Keohane. "The Analysis of International Regims: Towards a Empan-American Re~arch  
Programme," in Volker Rittberger ed. Regime Theory and lnternatiomf Relations* (Oxford: Clarendon 
Press, I993), p.35 



The starting point for the IL0 was an idea nie IL0 is the embodiment of the 

idea of social justice. Social justice is embedded in the constitution of the ILO. Even 

though working conditions in most of the advanced nations have been significantly 

ameliorated since 1900, the IL0 remaias relevant in today's internationai system as a 

standard setting body and a source of technical assistance. Furthexmore, the IL0 bas 

retained its organbational structure in spite of immense changes in the climate of the 

international system. The IL0 is di govemed by the same principles as it adopted in 

1 9 19. Woodrow Wilson once stated, "ideas Live, men die." lo It appears that underlying 

ideas may be the most important component in the formation of new intemational 

regimes. It is the ideas which iive on, and not the men who make the bargains at the 

diplornatic conferences. However, it is difficult to get an idea accepted unless the c h a t e  

of world opinion is hospitable. Furthermore, an idea needs someone or a group with 

idluence to champion it to the rest of the intemationai community. 

The historical case of the creation of the International Labour Organization 

provided an excellent mode1 of regime formation and its necessary components. The key 

to creating an enduring regime is exemplified by its underlying idea. The principles of 

social justice are as important today as they were in 1919, and the concept of social 

justice is sufticiently mdeable to aiiow for globai change without the [LO becomiag 

redundant or useless. However, an international regime could not be established without 

the nght environment in world politics. 1 have s h o w  that it was not until a SM in the 

dominant paradigm fiom realism to ideaüsm af€er World War I that the idea of social 

justice was truly accepted in the international system. It appears that a shock to the 

international system helps to bring about massive reorganbation which may also change 

I o  E.M. Hugh-Jones. Wooakow Wilson and Amerieon Liberahm. (New York: MacMillan, 1949), p.284 



the perception of many ideas. The world was ripe in 1919, after fout years of war, for a 

change to the dominant inteîiectual paradigm and therefore it is not surprishg that new 

international organi;tritions were created, based upon new p d g m s .  The acceptance of 

idealism as the dominant theoretical paradigm helped to secure approval for social justice 

withh the intemationai community. The organized labour movement used its increased 

stature within society to communicate its platform, gromded upon social justice, to the 

international community. The orgaoized labour movement was a champion of the idea of 

social justice wbich, as a result of the infîuentid position labour had gained could not be 

ignored by the political elite. 

Currently, the potentid for the creation of new internationai regimes is in 

question, as this is a time of turbulence and change in the internationai system, and with 

change may corne a hospitable environment for aew ideas and for new groups to gain 

iofluence, as weii as an opportunity for recognition to be granted to a given issue. 

However, the scope of this study is limited. More research still needs to be done into the 

field of international regime formation in this time of growing inteidependence, 

globabtion and fluctuation and to the issues that may affect or be affected by such 

formation. 
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